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Abstract
This work covers a number of aspects central to, and relating to molecular modelling 
and simulation.
Section 1 introduces the diamine, 4,4-diaminodiphenylsulphone (DDS) and the epoxide 
monomers Bis[4-(glycidyloxy)phenyl]methane (BFDGE) and N,N-Diglycidyl-4- 
glycidyloxyaniline (TGAP) which are used in this research. The primary and side 
reactions are explained along with the description and origin of the known impurities. 
Molecular modelling concepts are explained, covering energy calculations, geometry 
optimisation and molecular dynamics (MD). The Polymer Consistent Forcefield (PCFF) 
is used throughout this work. Section 1 includes a comparison of common forecefields, 
ensembles, thermostats and barostats.
Section 2 explains the experimental methodology used for the empirical measurement 
of glass transition temperatures (Tg) using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and 
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA). Also covered are the more technical 
and specific matters of this research such as how the impurities are modelled and how 
the molecular ratios are calculated. There are seven primary models built, based on four 
formulations. Epoxy A is an epoxy rich mixture of BFDGE, TGAP and DDS, Epoxy B 
is a stoichiometric mix of BFDGE and DDS, Epoxy C is also stoichiometric, but 
comprised from TGAP and DDS, Epoxy D is epoxy rich, but only uses TGAP and 
DDS. The Epoxy F, G and H formulations are the second generation models of Epoxy 
B, C and D respectively, the models differ from the originals slightly on a number of 
points. Molecular models were used to predict Tg for comparison with empirical values. 
Two programs were written as part of this study, the first will process a molecular 
model, comprised of epoxy and amine monomer, returning a cured resin model, coded 
to simulate the epoxy and amine bonding reaction. The second is used to processed 
density vs. temperature data and determine the Tg. The source codes for both programs 
are available as appendices in Section 6. Materials Studio by Accelrys® was used 
extensively for molecular modelling throughout this work.
Section 3 contains the results and discussion from the DSC, DMTA, molecular 
modelling and lesser experiments. Owing to inter-model similarity, only 4 formulations 
were subject to thermal analysis. DSC measurements for Tg yielded 215 °C for Epoxy
II
A, 161 °C for Epoxy B and 229 °C for Epoxy C, the DSC analysis of Epoxy D did not 
establish a value for Tg. The DMTA measurement of Tg gave good agreement for Epoxy 
A and Epoxy B, about 46 °C higher than DSC for Epoxy C and an average of 280 °C 
for Epoxy D. The closest simulations to the empirical values were Epoxy B (+3.0%), 
Epoxy C (+4.3%), Epoxy D (-5.0%) and Epoxy A (-6.0%). It was noticed the 
simulation of stoichiometric formulations predicted lower, and epoxy rich models 
predicted higher than empirical measurements.
The final sections include the summary (Section 4), discussion on possible further work 
(Section 5) and the appendices (Section 6).
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COMPASS Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic
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Epoxy G TGAP & DDS stoichiometric formulation (improved)
Epoxy H TGAP & DDS formulation with epoxy excess (improved)
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MD Molecular dynamics
NPH Ensemble with fixed number of atoms, pressure and enthalpy
NPT Ensemble with fixed number of atoms, pressure and temperature
ns Nanosecond
NVE Ensemble with fixed number of atoms, volume and energy
NVT Ensemble with fixed number of atoms, volume and temperature
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PCFF Polymer consistent force field
ps Picosecond
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Tg Glass transition temperature
T GAP N,N-Diglycidyl-4-glycidyloxyaniline
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1.1 Engineering materials
The discovery, research and development of new materials have been fundamental to 
the growth and prosperity of human life throughout all its ages. With new innovations 
allowing engineering sectors such as civil, aerospace, chemical and mechanical to push 
the boundaries of their respective fields. Traditionally, the approach has been that new 
materials are discovered, their properties are analysed and practical applications are 
found for them. However, materials science aims to understand the fundamental 
principles which bestow properties to materials so they can create new materials with 
properties designed to meet applications.
1.2 History, commercial use and alternative materials for epoxy resins
Although work with diepoxides was mentioned in patents in the late 1920s^^ ,^ it was not 
until 1938^ ^^  that a Swiss Chemist, Castan, made the first cured epoxy resin, with the 
intention of marketing the product for use in dentistry. Utilisation in this area never took 
off and licensing was subsequently granted to CIBA A.G., who managed to successfully 
promote the material at the Swiss Industries Fair in 1946, demonstrating the material’s 
potential as both an adhesive and a casting resin.
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In the late 1950s and early 1960s other types of resin including epoxidised novolacs and 
other polyfunctional epoxy resins and flame retardant halogenated bisphenol-A 
diglycidyl ether (BADGE) based resins were developed, and since then continual 
research has led to regular developments in new types of epoxy resins, curing agents 
and additives, bringing epoxy resins more into mainstream usage and awareness.
The market share for epoxy resins has not varied greatly over the years and has been 
dominated by the surface coatings, electrical and electronics applications, with 
moulding compounds, composites and adhesives also prominent
Although cast epoxy resins have favourable properties for structural applications, if  one 
considers the approach to materials comparison made by Alexander in 1967 it is clear to 
see why their use is not commonplace^"^’ Alexander calculated the values for price per 
ton per unit tensile strength for a variety of materials to compare ‘ 1 ton of strength’. At 
the time, a cost of 0.38 pence/ton/in^ was given to the epoxy resin, compared to 0.03 for 
structural steel, 0.03 -  0.038 for concrete, 0.05 -  0.07 for timber and 0.60 -  0.70 for 
copper castings. It is clear to see why epoxies never took off beyond specialised 
applications in mainstream construction. Instead, epoxies have found application where 
specific properties give advantages over cheaper materials.
Epoxy resins are popular as surface coatings, where other materials including vinyl 
acetate copolymers, polyvinyl chloride, chlorinated rubber and alkyds are also 
employed. Epoxies have superior chemical resistance to acids, alkalis and solvents and 
excellent physical properties include adhesion, hardness and abrasion resistance, 
although the quality of gloss and colour retention do not match the same standards that 
are offered by vinyl and alkyd coatings^^ .^ Another common use for epoxies is as 
electrical insulators in printed circuit boards, electricity pylons and other technologies 
where non-flexible insulators are called for. Alternative materials include glass filled 
silicones, glass filled phenolics, nylon 6 (a polyamide) and polysulphones. Epoxies and 
glass-filled epoxies offer low moulding pressure and temperature, good tensile strength 
and electrical resistance. However, the figures for thermal conductivity and flame 
resistance are not as favourable as some of the other materials mentioned^^l
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1.3 BFDGE, TGAP, DDS and Epoxy resins from these monomers.
All the epoxy resins used in this work, for physical preparations or atomistic 
simulations are made from the diamine 4,4-diaminodiphenylsulphone (DDS) and the 
epoxide monomers Bis[4-(glycidyloxy)phenyl]methane (BFDGE) and N,N-Diglycidyl- 
4-glycidyloxyaniline (TGAP) (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 -  Chemicals used in this work. (EEW = Epoxide Equivalent Weight = [Molar 
Mass] / [No. functional epoixde groups], AEW = Amine Equivalent Weight)
Chemical Pure monomer molecule Details Impurities
BFDGE EEW =162 
Purity = 96% 
38.6% p,p’ 
47.0% o,p' 
10.6% o,o'
monofimctionalised
and oligomers
TGAP EEW = 96
Purity = 96% frmctionalised
oligomers
DDS AEW = 62
H N NH
It would be simple to build the atomistic models using the pure monomer molecules in
Table 1.1, but more data were available on the nature of the monomers, and these were 
taken into consideration when designing the models. The aim was to achieve maximum 
accuracy within the capacity of the processing power available. The specifications for 
these three chemicals are summarised in Table 1.1; any unknown details, such as isomer 
fractions were taken as ideal (as per pure monomer molecule in Table 1.1).
BFDGE is supplied as a viscous clear liquid, which is best handled with a syringe of 
suitable size for small scale work. There is a tendency for this chemical to crystallise on
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standing because it is a meta-stable super cooled liquid. If this happens, the crystallised 
mass can be re-melted at 70 °C. Storage is advised between 2-8 °C Along with 
BADGE, BFDGE is harmful by ingestion. In 2000 the European Scientific Committee 
for Food produced a proposal for a limit of 1 mg/kg for BFDGE (including BADGE 
adducts and hydrolysates) in canned food as a result of monomer leaching from the 
inner lacquer coatings on food cans^^l Transport is restricted as BFDGE is classified as 
harmful to the environment
TGAP is an amber viscous liquid, which is best handled with a syringe of suitable size 
for small scale work. TGAP causes skin and serious eye irritation as well as being 
suspected of causing cancer. Storage is also recommended between 2-8 °C. TGAP is 
classified as hazardous for transport
DDS is available as a fine white light powder with a low tendency to raise a dust during 
handling and best manipulated with a spoon or spatula. DDS is harmful if swallowed 
and a suspected carcinogen. Storage and transport do not raise any major impediments, 
although it is light sensitive, and should not be stored in a clear container
1.4 Epoxy Resin Chemistry
The epoxy, or oxirane group is a reactive 3 membered heterocyclic ring, comprising two 
carbons and an oxygen atom. The reactivity is rooted in the high ring strain energy 
bond angles are roughly 55% of the natural angle, building up a ring strain of 
60kJ/mol^^^ .^ Epoxy groups will react readily with a range of chemicals, many of which, 
such as polyfunctional amines, are used as hardeners, to bring about polymerisation and 
cross link the epoxy network.
With reference to Figure 1.1 it can be seen how epoxy monomers can be produced from 
phenols, with BFDGE as the example in the reaction mechanism. It can also be seen 
how a small proportion of oligomers can be formed from the reactive species in 
manufacture. The phenolic hydroxyl group is deprotonated by a suitable base, and 
would then preferably react with an epicholorhydrin molecule to produce BFDGE. 
However under some circumstances, this phenoxide ion will react with a BFDGE 
molecule to form a dimer and then oligomers through successive reactions^
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-NaCI
0= -"Na
+  H2O 
— NaOH
Figure 1.1 - Formation of BFDGE monomer and corresponding dimer
The standard accepted cure for amine-cured epoxies is shown in (1.1), with the amine 
reacting with the terminal carbon atom and the oxygen taking the hydrogen from 
nitrogen The secondary amine formed can react again with another epoxy group via 
the same reaction.
(1.1) R
H
HN^
R
R
This process will allow polyfrinctional epoxies and amines to cure to a 3D network at 
<150 °C. Additionally, if the temperature is raised somewhat, to around 180°C another 
reaction mechanism is seen, especially in the presence of excess epoxy 
Ethérification reactions can take place by reaction with alcohol, which are found in 
epoxy impurities (Figure 1.1) and also in increasing concentration as a product of cure 
progression (Scheme (1.1)). The high temperature cure reaction is shown in (1.2).
^  H a  /R
(1.2) ' ^ - < i  + HO—R
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1.5 Molecular modelling
Molecular models, from their early roots in simple mathematical equations to today’s 
atomistic simulations have helped to gain a better understanding for what gives certain 
materials specific properties, and has allowed us to go on to develop better materials. 
Modelling can be applied very broadly to investigate a great number of performance 
and processing parameters such as glass transition temperature (Tg), tensile modulus, 
viscosity and gas or solvent diffusion rates. Almost any parameter can be modelled 
using atomistic simulation, provided a suitable force field is used and the atomic 
structure of the substance is known.
1.5.1 Molecular modelling software
Materials Studio is a versatile molecular modelling suite utilised by the University of 
Surrey. The software was developed by Accelrys Inc. (Previously Molecular 
Simulations Inc.) and is marketed as “a software application that brings a 
comprehensive set of validated materials modelling and simulation methods to the 
desktop, addressing key challenges across the entire R&D process.”^^"^ .^ Although 
Materials Studio has a considerable number of modules available. Amorphous Cell and 
Discover will be the two used for the work covered.
The Discover module can be used for general simulation requirements, such as 
geometry optimisation and molecular dynamics as well as molecular mechanical 
analysis, which can be applied to predicting values for tensile, bulk modulus, shear 
modulus. Poisson’s ratio and the Lamé constants. Amorphous Cell’s primary function is 
to build amorphous, homogenous 3D cells composed of molecules that have been drawn 
by the user in any quantity specified. It also has a number of protocols designed to make 
greater use of the Discover module. Of specific interest is the temperature cycling 
protocol, which can be used for Tg prediction.
Included with Materials Studio is the scripting language BTcL which allows deeper 
interaction and automation of the Discover and Amorphous Cell modules. BTcl is an 
extension of the open source tool command language (Tel) developed by John 
Ousterhout in 1988^ ^^  ^and carries all the Tel operations with integration of the Discover 
control commands. This was of great interest for automating the model construction 
phase as the repetitive decision making and bonding manipulation is quite transferable 
into code and can be performed significantly faster than could be done manually^^^ .^
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1.5.2 Molecular Simulation Principles
Periodic Boundary Conditions. Although the simulation of discrete molecules is 
commonplace for predicting a number of chemical properties, for simulating material 
properties, particularly polymers and composites, it is important to model the interaction 
between molecules in the solid state. Because surface chemistry and mechanics can 
differ greatly from the bulk material, it would not be accurate to extrapolate, for 
example, properties from a 3,000 atom ‘nanoparticle’ of polymer, to those of a 3 mm 
thick sheet. It is therefore important to simulate bulk material, and this is achieved by 
using periodic boundary conditions (PBC). A model set in PBC would exhibit perfect 
three-dimensional tessellation, the cell could be replicated in all directions to represent 
an infinite crystal and each cell face would match up perfectly with the clone of the 
opposite face. During simulation, a molecule could pass through a face of the cell, for 
its copy would reappear through the opposite face with the same velocity vector
Model Size. It can be difficult to deduce the perfect size for a model as there are a 
number of benefits to using larger and smaller models. Ultimately it will be a 
compromise between quality of results and what is practically feasible with the 
available time and resources. One of the most influential factors on the model size is 
what is actually being modelled. For example, a high purity homopolymer could be 
represented by a single molecule. However, a blended system, with hardeners, 
impurities and isomers to consider would require a very large model to accurately 
represent correct ratios of all the molecules. Simpler systems can easily be scaled up, 
and to a degree, complex systems can be simplified while maintaining the essential 
characteristics. Once the model is large enough to represent the essential ratios 
accurately, it is documented and found by in-house experimentation that larger
models yield predictions of greater accuracy and precision. A simple and crude way to 
achieve this is to include multiple copies of the cell in a ‘supercell’, to which periodic 
boundary conditions are applied. Although these are copies, because they are allowed to 
act independently the quality of the model is improved
The main problem with building large models is the time required to process and 
experiment with the model. Obviously, the possible size of models is proportional to the 
computing resources available, but to get a feel for the discipline, with an 8-core 
machine it is typical to work with models in the 3,000 -  7,000 atom range. It is also 
useful to know that processing time is not directly proportional to model size. In a test, a
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model with four times as many atoms took eight times longer to simulate than the 
original.
While the simplicity and fast turn around of small models can be alluring, it is important 
to consider non bonding interactions. If the cut-off distance for non-bonding 
interactions is larger than the inter-atomic distance of any two copies of the same atom, 
unnatural oscillations can occur in the model and it is recommended that the inter­
atomic distances between copy atoms are at least twice the non-bonding interaction cut­
off distance^^^’ Using the common non-bonding cut-off distance of 10Â in a cubic 
cell, this would relate to roughly 710 atoms in an epoxy model. If the cell is not cubic, 
certain atoms are closer to their replica than others, and the minimum distance is 
critical, requiring skewed cells to be larger.
Model Construction.
The model construction techniques applied at the University of Surrey have undergone 
a number of evolutions, from early hand built models, to modem computationally 
created models. Most model building techniques mirror the step growth or chain growth 
procedure that would grow a physical polymer to some degree. Instead of creating the 
whole polymer atom by atom, monomer units are built up separately, then they are 
arranged and manually ‘reacted’ to form the complete polymer.
An early technique applied by Hamerton et a l built up the polymer by adding
and bonding one monomer at a time in a chain growth manner. The oligomer was 
energy minimised throughout the growth process to eliminate any strained bonds until a 
suitable size had been reached, ideally with three pairs of reactive groups roughly 
orthogonal to each other. At this stage, the oligomer would be orientated in a periodic 
cell and these reactive groups would be bonded through the cell boundary with the 
repeated oligomer in the next cell. As expected, this process puts a lot of strain on the 
model, nevertheless performing energy minimisation and molecular dynamics will relax 
the structure somewhat into a triclinic cell. Owing to problems with the small model 
size (see ‘Model Size’, above), it was routine to multiply these models up to 27-unit 
‘supercells’. The advantages of the method are the conceptual and practical simplicity, 
especially when using low quality graphical interfaces. It is easy to construct the model 
with this consistent and repeatable method. Regrettably, the finished model is not of the 
highest quality, with the extensive minimisation throughout and the final multiplication 
of the small unit cell leading to a degree of forced crystallinity. Efforts were made to 
reduce the impact of this though, by performing a high temperature molecular dynamics
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simulation to ‘shake up’ the system and give the substructures the best opportunity to 
move into fresh geometries.
The method used by Gu et Fan et Ford et and Gou et also
creates an oligomer by chain growth. The way the system is created results in a more 
natural model with greater amorphous characteristics, but still possessing a degree of 
molecular strain. Oligomer and (if necessary) cross linking molecules are packed into a 
periodic cell to a specified density either using an algorithm such as Amorphous Cell 
26, 28] manually. Once this is done, final cross linking can be completed through 
residual, un-reacted functional groups, followed by energy minimisation and molecular 
dynamics (MD) to relax the structure.
A more sophisticated method, which more closely follows the cure dynamics of 
physical polymers is being used by Xu et and also here at the University of 
Surrey. Molecular models of reactants are constructed in quantities sufficient to keep 
appropriate ratios of monomers, dimers and isomers of each reactant. The functional 
groups are then marked, or changed to leave a reactive group (such as R-CH2-O ’) 
before being packed into a periodic cell, either using Amorphous Cell^ ^^  ^ or manually, 
by using energy minimisation and MD while manipulating the cell size. The cell is then 
searched for functional groups in close proximity, which could theoretically react. The 
bonds are then manipulated manually to effect a step growth style polymerisation 
followed by a cycle of energy minimisation and MD. At this stage it is prudent to check 
the model for inadvertently introduced ring catenation, spearing or other abnormal 
conformations, if found, the offending reactions are undone and another cycle of energy 
minimisation and MD performed. This routine of checking for reactable functional 
groups, manual reaction, energy minimisation and MD is then repeated until a cell of 
required conversion is reached. Finally, if functional groups were changed, unreacted 
sites will need to be suitably deactivated (such as R-CH2-O ’ ^  R-CH2-OH or epoxy 
group)^^^ .^ The list of advantages to this method is long: ratios of multi-component 
blends can be tuned, cure is performed automatically, with no continuous monitoring 
required, the final structure is homogeneous, differing reactivity between components 
can be catered for, the build is consistent and repeatable, no significant strains are 
introduced, potential to predict final degree of cure at a given temperature, applicable to 
a wide range of polymeric systems. This technique is the prevailing method for current 
research, and is further detailed in Section 2.2.2.
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1.5.3 Energy calculation
Forcefields are used to simplify the calculation of a molecule or model’s energy. Each 
atom is classified according to the local environment and energy is calculated from pre­
calculated or measured values that match the class. As well as regular bonds, non­
bonding energies are calculated as well. To save on calculating inconsequential energies 
of distant atoms, the Force calculation is simplified. Figure 1.2 illustrates how 
parameters reduce the complexity of the non-bonding force calculation. The buffer 
width is the distance beyond cut-off at which non-bond interactions are ignored but the 
atoms are checked more frequently to see if they have come within the cut-off than 
those outside the buffer, which saves processing time
Cutoff, Spline Width and Buffer
Spline Buffer
8ou.
Cutoff
Distance
Figure 1.2 -  How cut-off, spline width and buffer width relate to van der Waals and 
coulombic force calculations.
There are three forcefields commonly used to predict the Tg‘s of thermo set materials: 
Dreiding Polymer Consistent Force Field (PCFF)^^^’ and Condensed-phase
Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies Force Field 
(COMPASS FF)^ ^ ’^ While there are other force fields available, researchers at
the University of Surrey have amassed by far the most experience amongst thermoset 
molecular modelling with these three.
Dreiding is an older generation of forcefield than PCFF and COMPASS. To calculate 
energies, it uses general force constants and geometry parameters based on simple
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hybridization rules parameterised from experimental observations obtained through 
vibrational spectroscopy, gas-phase molecular structures, thermodynamic properties and 
crystal structures. Ho^vever, modem forcefields (including PCFF and COMPASS) use 
tailored mles based on quantum mechanics for specific atom interactions The
Dreiding forcefield is best suited to^vards carbon, nitrogen oxygen and hydrogen based 
molecules, with only limited application within geometries, conformational energies, 
intermolecular binding energies and crystal packing. However, the Dreiding forcefield 
has largely fallen into disuse since the introduction of the more universally applicable 
Class II forcefields
PCFF is an evolution of its predecessor, CFF91. It was designed to work well with 
polymers and organic macromolecules such as polycarbonates, melamine resins, 
polysaccharides, lipids and nucleic acids, for which much validation work has already 
been carried out^ ^^ .^ Building on the older forcefields, it can produce good results for 
cohesive energies, mechanical properties, compressibilities, heat capacities and elastic 
constants.
COMPASS is based on an ab initio force field, with empirical data for molecules in 
isolation and condensed-phase properties to optimize parameters to allow accurate 
simulation of stmctural conformational, vibrational and thermophysical properties. All 
the parameters in COMPASS are derived in a consistent manner so, in principle, a 
system with dissimilar material interfaces or mixtures could be modelled. Validation 
has been carried out extensively covering a variety of liquids, crystals, polymers and 
inorganic materials
A discussion of the equations underpinning these forcefeilds is beyond the scope of this 
work, but is available in the Materials Studio helpfile under Theory > Classical 
simulations theory > Forcefields
1.5.4 Energy Minimisation / Geometry optimisation
During manual model building, or manipulation of an equilibrated model, it is almost 
unavoidable that the system will include highly strained bonds, which will not have 
low-energy lengths, angles or torsions. The potential energy in these bonds can be 
reduced by manipulating the geometry of the atoms and cell parameters by an iterative 
process. A number of mathematical optimisation algorithms have been adapted to drive 
energy minimisation of molecular models. Two of the three available in the Discover 
modules of Materials Studio are outlined below. For the discussion of these fimctions it 
is often clearer to use examples of 2- or 3-dimensional systems as they are easy to
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visualise. The energy map of a molecular model is clearly multidimensional; however, 
the techniques used still follow the same principles. The third technique offered by the 
Discover module is the Newtonian method, but the application is generally for smaller 
systems <200 atoms and for reaching lower energies than are required in the work. 
Steepest Descent is an intuitive and capable optimisation technique suitable for 
converging on multi dimensional minima to reasonable accuracy within short time 
frames. The iterative process takes step sizes, y, in the direction of greatest negative 
gradient until a predetermined convergence is reached, as defined by a cut-off value for 
y or maximum number of iterations. The usual method for determining y is by 
performing a line search in the direction of initial steepest descent until the minimum is 
reached. At this point the next direction of steepest descent is orthogonal to the previous 
step, and as such the steepest descent will only travel in as many vectors as there are 
dimensions, often causing the pathways to zigzag down valleys (Figure 1.3)
Figure 1.3 Example of steepest descent optimisation in a 2-D environment, showing 
zigzagging. Based on graphic by P.A. Simionescu^ "^ "^ .^
Conjugate gradient can take a more direct route to the minima than the steepest descent 
method by the application of ^-Orthogonal directions, which will be explained 
conceptually with the help of Figure 1.4. Any location (minima) in n-dimensional space 
can be reached with a number, n, of non-parallel vectors. Using the steepest descent 
method, the vectors are orthogonal and often lead to zigzagging (Figure 1.3). However, 
by taking the first step in the direction of steepest descent, and then in an ^-orthogonal 
direction a more efficient path is taken (Figure 1.4)^ ^^ ’ Practically this allows for
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much faster geometric refinement of molecular models than the steepest descent 
method.
n
Figure 1.4 Orthogonal directions in symmetric space (left). ^-Orthogonal directions in 
asymmetric space (right), any pair of vectors can be translated or mirrored, but not 
rotated in this example. In a more complex space like Figure 1.3, the ^-Orthogonal 
vectors would look different depending on where they are in the function.
1.5.5 Molecular Dynamics
Although there are a number of research areas where energy calculations and geometry 
optimisation are the central areas of interest, for much of materials chemistry it is the 
dynamic behaviour of the molecular structure which is of greatest interest. From a 
theoretical standpoint, MD is a technique for simulating the molecular trajectories of a 
model in a realistic fashion, and is thus used to investigate equilibrium and transport 
properties of many-body systems. From a practical standpoint, MD can be used to 
predict density, phase changes, diffusion, behaviour at any temperature, dynamic 
deformation under stress, as well as in more intricate applications like protein folding. 
Simulations are typically performed to a femtosecond (10‘*^ second) resolution and 
nanosecond (10’^  second) duration.
The first attempts to simulate the dynamic motion of molecules dates back to 1955, with 
work by Fermi et al. with a chain of ideal masses on springs, allowing motion in 1 
dimension^^^ .^ Later, in 1957^ "^ ^^  and 1959^ "^ ^^ , BJ Alder and TE Wainwright published 
their work simulating a 3-dimensional system with periodic boundary conditions. The 
cells contained generic atoms, modelled as hard spheres with a fixed volume and energy 
and experiments ranged in size from 32 to 500 atoms. Simulations managed to show
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different phase behaviour and first order phase transitions. One of the early studies on 
specific atomic systems was carried out by A. Rahman in 1964^ "^ ^^ , simulating 865 
particles of liquid Argon at 94.4 K. The pair-correlation function and the constant of 
self-diffusion were measured and found to correlate within 15% of empirical values.
The laws of classical physics (e.g. Newton’s second law of motion. Force = mass x 
acceleration) are used to calculate the nuclear motion of the particles. As the atomic 
masses are known and the force vectors can be calculated with a Forcefield (Section 
1.5.3), it is possible to calculate the acceleration of each atom. By mapping these 
accelerations to the database of atomic coordinates and velocity vectors, it is possible to 
calculate the new position of the atoms over a small timestep. Repeating this procedure 
many times will produce a number of configurations (frames), snapshots of the 
molecular system while in motion The collection of these frames is termed a 
trajectory, often a large proportion are discarded as they would be very similar, only 
separated in time by a number of femtoseconds. For example one frame in 500 would 
be saved for further analysis.
One of the core principles of modelling is to create a microstate (model), where every 
detail is known, which reflects the properties of the bulk material (macrostate, or broad 
description). It is impossible to create a microstate to perfectly reflect a large system, so 
instead, a number of different microstates which share the same macrostate, are grouped 
together in an ensemble. It is also required to specify the probability for each microstate 
to occur to fully describe a statistical ensemble. However, within the scope of molecular 
dynamics the equal a priori probability postulate is valid, i.e. it is assumed that each 
microstate occurs with the same probability.
To create an ensemble (MD trajectory), it is required to constrain which parameters are 
fixed, and which are free. There are a number of named ensembles, which are particular 
to the freedom of the parameters: temperature, volume, pressure, number of atoms, 
energy and enthalpy.
NVE. Microcanonical ensemble: In such a system, all the copies have the same Number 
of atoms. Volume and total Energy, representing a totally isolated entity. While 
temperature is allowed to change freely, it is always dynamically maintaining total 
energy by exchanging kinetic energy with potential energy. As an isolated system, with 
fixed volume, it is simple to calculate energies and forces, allowing for speedy 
simulation under this ensemble
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NVT. Canonical ensemble: Maintains a constant Number of atoms, Volume and 
Temperature. Here, unlike the Microcanonical ensemble, it is temperature that is 
maintained constant, not energy, allowing for a more “physical” simulation, exchanging 
thermal energy with a heat bath. The system of interest is mathematically tied to a large 
heat reservoir via a thermostat algorithm. The total energy of the system of interest plus 
heat reservoir is maintained constant while allowing exchanges of energy between the 
system of interest and heat reservoir. In contrast to a physical heat bath, which can only 
exchange heat at the surface, the two systems are joined in a 4^  ^dimension, figuratively 
speaking, allowing simultaneous heat exchange through the model. Like the 
Microcanonical ensemble, the volume and number of atoms are fixed. This ensemble is 
practically useful for thermally equilibrating systems 49,50]
NPH. Isoenthalpic-isobaric ensemble: Maintains a constant Number of atoms. Pressure 
and enthalpy (H). This ensemble allows the size and/or shape of the systems of interest 
to change freely, while customarily maintaining the number of atoms, and specifically 
the pressure and enthalpy. Considering H = E + PV (H = Enthalpy, E = Energy, P = 
Pressure, V = Volume), with H fixed and P dynamically maintained by a barostat, it can 
be seen that the volume and energy of the system are closely related. In the same way 
that the NVT ensemble used a heat reservoir to maintain temperature, in NPH a pressure 
reservoir is used to maintain pressure. The choice of barostat is important, as some 
allow the shape of the cell to change (useful for solids), while other only allow isotropic 
deformation (useful for liquids). Additionally, external pressure can be applied 
isotropically or anisotropically. The isoenthalpic-isobaric ensemble is good for spatially 
equilibrating systems
NPT. Isothermal-isobaric ensemble: Maintains a constant Number of atoms. Pressure 
and Temperature. This ensemble can be considered in many ways to be the best 
representation of a physical system, and is particularly useful when dealing with 
material properties. The temperature and pressure are maintained by a chosen 
thermostat and barostat. The ensemble shares a lot of properties with both the NVT and 
NPH ensembles, being tied to both a heat reservoir and pressure reservoir. This 
ensemble is appropriate for simulating spatially and thermally equilibrating systems
49, 50]
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The task of choosing an ensemble is usually decided automatically by the experiment 
being carried out. For the bulk of MD performed in the context of materials science, 
NVT and NPT will be the only ensembles used. It is sometimes useful to use NVT in 
early equilibrium stages if the current density is known to be satisfactory. Although an 
NPT ensemble could be more suitable, the quicker NVT algorithms gives an advantage. 
As mentioned, to maintain dynamically the temperature or pressure of a system, an 
appropriate heat or pressure reservoir needs to be simulated. This task is performed by 
either a barostat, or thermostat. There are a number of these available, and they are 
detailed in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 -  Summary of Thermostat and Barostat Algorithms.
Algorithm Thermostat 
or Barostat
Description
Nosé-Hoover Thermostat The Nosé-Hoover method works by adding a new 
variable(s) to the equations of motion to scale the 
momenta by 1/s. Along with Q ratio, the algorithm works 
as a heat bath for the system and allows smooth velocity 
changes. This method works, providing the system is 
ergodic, which does not include small or stiff systems, 
but is ideally suited to large systems. If Nose is applied 
to a non-ergodic system, unnatural oscillations occur in 
the temperature.
Nosé-Hoover
chain
Thermostat Nosé-Hoover chain is based upon the Nosé-Hoover 
method, ergodicity is enhanced by thermostatting the 
thermostat variable, and thermostatting this new 
thermostat, and so on, to create a thermostat chain 
capable of simulating a large variety of systems.
Velocity
Scale
Thermostat Atom velocities are directly scaled to keep temperature 
within specified limits. This is physically unrealistic, and 
so should not be used for simulation studies, but it is very 
quick to equilibrate a large temperature change, so can be 
advantageous to use before a more accurate thermostat.
[30]
Andersen Thermostat 
& Barostat
The Anderson method controls temperature by allowing 
the MD to play out unregulated for a period of time. New
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momenta are then assigned at Poisson intervals to a 
proportion of the atoms and the dynamics are left to play 
out again. Giving to these sudden changes of momentum, 
this method is not suitable for velocity autocorrelation 
studies.
Pressure is controlled by allowing the volume to change, 
and connecting a virtual, user defined, weight (w) to the 
cell. This weight allows some control over the changes in 
volume, the weight slows dovm the oscillations so that an 
equilibrium can be attained. If a value of w is chosen too 
large the freedom of volume is restricted so much the 
system will, in the extreme case, revert to an NVT 
ensemble. As the shape of the cell is unable to change, 
the Andersen barostat method is useful for simulating 
liquids, where the cell could become quite short in one 
dimension. However, it is not so suitable for modelling 
solid systems, especially if a phase change is possible.
Andersen is the preferred thermostat for this work.
Berendsen Thermostat 
& Barostat
The Berendsen method is a simple and robust means of 
controlling temperature and pressure. To control 
temperature, the system is coupled to a heat bath of fixed 
temperature through a constant, which is time taken for 
the temperature to half the difference between the model 
and heat bath.
Pressure is controlled by direct length scaling using a 
scale factor. This can cause problems, especially with 
more ordered systems, where the simulation goes into 
violent, physically unrealistic, oscillations.
Parrinello Barostat The Parrinello method allows both the size and shape of 
the cell to change, also, it is possible to apply external 
pressure anisotropically for the investigation of stress- 
strain relations. The algorithm is essentially based on the 
Andersen barostat with allowances made for changes in 
shape. Parrinello is the preferred barostat for this
work.
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Once the appropriate ensemble, forcefield and if appropriate, thermostat and barostat 
have been chosen, there are a number of experimental parameters that need to be 
specified before running a MD simulation. For NVT and NPT ensembles, it is necessary 
to stipulate the temperature of the system, and for NPH and NPT ensembles, the 
pressure.
An appropriate timestep needs to be assigned to the simulation to make sure the highest- 
frequency motion is accounted for. Owing to rounding during integration, it is advisable 
to split this motion into at least 8-10 segments to ensure suitably smooth motion while 
using the assumption that the velocities and acceleration are constant over the timestep. 
For the majority of organic models, the highest vibrational frequency to be consider is 
the C-H stretch (-10 fs), which would suggest a timestep around 0.5 -  1 fs. Outside of 
polymer simulations, it is possible to speed up simulation time by using up to a 20 fs 
timestep with simple liquids or solids, or 5 fs with ionic materials 
The final point of discussion is the simulation duration. This is largely dependent on the 
model and experiment taking place, to create an ensemble of frames, each slightly 
different, it may only require a few picoseconds, with frames collected every 100 fs. To 
bring the model to equilibration under new condition (say, an increase in temperature) 
can take anywhere between 5 -  100 ps depending on how equilibration is defined. 
When taking an average density or temperature reading, 25 -  250 ps of molecular 
dynamics after the system has reach equilibration has yielded acceptable results If 
the objective is to observe larger transportation or motion phenomena, a much longer 
MD simulation will be required, with some diffusion experiments lasting 1.2 ps and 
protein folding, 10 ps Although these examples are a good starting point, 
experimental trials are usually required on systems of interest to determine the best 
parameters when setting up a molecular dynamics simulation.
Running a MD simulation will produce a large amount of data, which can be processed 
to give insights into, or predictions of, a number of physical and chemical parameters. A 
useful first step is to view a replay of the simulation as a movie animation. This will 
give a good feel for the frequencies of the various modes of vibration, and which of 
these will have had enough time to occur. Depending on the ensemble used, it can be 
enlightening to observe the graphs for energy, cell volume and temperature against time 
as these will often highlight equilibration time and any trends or erroneous data. A lot of 
useful data can be obtained by analysis of the trajectory. Materials Studio provides a 
number of tools to determine, amongst others, difftision coefficient, fluxional elastic 
properties, bond length distributions and bond angle distributions
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For all the merits of MD simulations, their greatest drawback is the real-world duration 
of calculations, with simulations sometimes taking, days, weeks, or even more to 
complete. This has been aided by the continual advancement of computer hardware and 
the associated processing power available, including parallel processing. Materials 
Studio now includes some optional parallel processing modules for MD and a number 
of other simulation tools. This has allowed a significant increase in productivity by 
allowing greater computing resources to be allocated to a single job, rather than having 
to assign a number of separate jobs. With reference to Amdahl’s Law it can be seen 
that there is a limit to efficiency, based on the degree to which a job may be split up. 
Figure 1.5 shows results from a number of MD simulations, extrapolated beyond 8 
processors using Amdahl’s law. It can be seen that there is a limit to improvement, close 
to 15 times a single processor’s speed. The reason for this lies in the execution of the 
simulation, ~7% of the total job can only be processed by a single processor in serial, 
causing a bottleneck and restricting the potential improvement. This maximum 
improvement may change with model size, but not by simulation duration. Because of 
the complex relationship between the number of simulation jobs, processing power, 
working hours and number of licenses, it can be tricky to assign exactly which jobs to 
run on which machines, and when, to optimise productivity.
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Figure 1.5 Increase in processing speed vs. number of processors. 4142 atom epoxy 
model, 5 ps MD simulation.
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1.5 Tg measurement and prediction.
At sufficiently low temperatures, polymers are in the glassy state, the polymer chains 
are quite restricted in movement, with only small vibrations occurring. As the polymer 
is heated, there comes a point where there is sufficient energy for larger motions 
involving the polymer backbone, involving an estimated 20-50 chain atoms to take 
place Upon reaching this transition temperature (Tg), and as a result of the increased 
mobility, there are a number of measurable changes in physical properties. Most 
noticeable is that the polymer is no longer glassy, but is now in the rubbery state which 
will have markedly reduced stiffness, a property which can be measured using dynamic 
mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA)^^^ ,^ differential scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and 
dilatometry This increased mobility of the chains will also require a larger free 
volume between the atoms, and so the density will need to decrease to compensate. If 
the density is plotted against temperature for a generic polymer system a graph similar 
to that in Figure 1.6 will be obtained. From this the glass transition temperature can be 
measured as the point of gradient change.
Glass Rubbery
Figure 1.6 -  Example plot of density vs. temperature, showing Tg, in an ideal polymer 
system.
Prediction of Tg can be quite difficult as there can be many factors even in a very simple 
system. In general terms though, if a constituent of the polymer will act in such a 
manner as to restrict movement of the polymer backbone, its existence will increase the 
glass transition temperature. If a simple thermoplastic is considered with pendant group 
R, it can be seen that the relationship between pendant chain length and Tg can be quite 
complex (Table 1.3).
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These data have been rationalised by the consideration of two factors. As the pendant 
chain length increases there is less rotational freedom for the polymer backbone and so 
Tg will increase. Working against this is the plasticizing effect of the side-chains, 
lowering the Tg. However, as the chains continue to grow, side chain entanglement and 
impairment of rotational freedom becomes the dominant factor once again
Table 1.3 -  Glass transition temperatures for a range of common thermoplastics^^^’
Polymer ^
^  r
R
R TgCO
Polyethylene H -20
Polypropylene CHg 5
Poly(l-butene) CH3CH2 -24
Poly(l-pentene) W-C3H7 -40
Poly(l-hexene) W-C4H7 -50
Poly(l-heptene) W-C5H7 -31
Poly(l-decene) M-CgH7 -41
Poly(l-dodecene) W-C10H7 -6
Although these examples are for thermoplastics, the principles still apply to 
thermosetting polymers. Unlike thermoplastics however, the cross linking found in 
thermosets can have a profound effect on Tg. As expected, there is a reduction in 
mobility as a direct consequence of cross linking and generally as the degree of cross 
linking goes up, so does the glass transition temperature. This means that as a collective, 
thermosets generally have higher glass transition temperatures than thermoplastics of 
similar backbone structure.
MD can be utilized with a molecular model to estimate Tg without the need for an 
intimate knowledge of the polymer chemistry involved with the glass transition. MD 
will simulate the location and velocity vector for each atom within the model over time 
at specified conditions. This method can be used to calculate Tg by running simulations 
at various temperatures and taking readings for density. These data can then be used to
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plot a graph which is comparable to that of the ideal system shown in Figure 1.6. Tg can 
be estimated as the point of intersection between the thermal expansion gradients for 
higher and lower temperature data To find the two thermal expansion gradients the 
data sets will need to be divided into two groups, for above and below Tg, the 
methodology for calculating a Tg from a data set is covered in Section 2.3.2
From these graphs the volume thermal expansion coefficients (a) can be calculated from 
the gradient using {1.1} for above and below Tg.
— 1 
a  = —
P
^ dp^  
\ d T  jp
{1.1}
Where T is Temperature, p is density and the system is barostatic at pressure P. The 
volume thermal expansion coefficient is useful in molecular modelling because it can be 
compared with literature or experimental data for a material as a means of validation.
Other methods of Tg measurement
It should be noted, that MD simulations can be very computationally intensive, and 
accurate results can sometime take weeks or months to produce^^^l It is not the only 
method available, however. Others, wherein the researcher is more closely involved 
with the mathematics of the model, include group interaction modelling and atomic 
additivity
Group interaction modelling (GIM) is a calculation of Tg based on using classical 
thermodynamics and atomistic modelling principles to find an energy balance between 
intermolecular forces. The full set of equations used in GIM are beyond the scope of 
this Thesis and so shall not be reproduced. Suffice it to say, the prediction of a Tg 
requires the modeller to know various parameters derived firom the structure, and the 
quality of the input parameters is of paramount importance to the accuracy of the 
results. This technique requires a good knowledge of the resin chemistry and has been 
applied effectively to the commonly used epoxy resins
Atomic additivity can be used to calculate the Tg by using a representation of the 
polymer as a set of anharmonic oscillators taking into account the many intra- and 
intermolecular forces present The equation for Tg is given below {1.2}:
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V  / i J \
Where + ^ ,6 ,)^  and AF)) represent the set of increments for the
linear fragments and crosslinked points respectively, a^  is a constant representing the 
dispersion interaction between the zth atom and the adjacent atom in the repeating unit, 
6, is a constant to represent the different types of intermolecular interaction, is a
constant representing the contribution from the crosslinks and Af^ is the van der Waals’
volume of atom i The atomic additivity method can be used to predict Tg, but the 
accuracy of the method has been shown to be inadequate when applied to highly 
crosslinked systems. It is considered more suitable for materials such as elastomers^^^^, 
which are only lightly crosslinked.
1.6 Application of modelling to thermoset polymers
When thermosetting, or network, polymers are considered for molecular modelling 
there are various constraints and approximations which need to be applied to make the 
task achievable. The most striking difference between network polymers and many of 
the other substances which are modelled is the sheer sizes of the species involved. 
Unlike a drug, protein or conventional linear polymer, it is impossible to consider the 
system as a discrete molecule as the network polymer may be simplistically considered 
as one enormous molecule filling the whole sample. By far the most common method 
for modelling network polymers is to create a unit cell which could be considered 
representative of the polymer bulk. Then periodic boundary conditions are applied so 
the cell is modelled like a large sample rather than a nanoparticle^^®’ In this
way, a number of research works have employed molecular simulation to predict the Tg 
of thermoset polymers, including epoxies^^^’ poly(Z>/5benzoxazine)s^^® ,^
polycyanurates^^^^ and polyimides^^^l
Instead of calculating the Tg by mathematical interpretation of the polymer’s 
parameters, the MD method can be utilized with a molecular model to estimate Tg by 
running simulations at various temperatures and taking readings of density. These data
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can then be used to plot density against temperature and allows Tg to be estimated at the 
temperature where the gradient (thermal expansion coefficient) changes.
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2.1 Experimental techniques
A number of analysis techniques were used to obtain data valuable in validating the 
simulation results including differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic 
mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and fracture toughness. The DMTA and fracture 
toughness tests were performed by third parties either as support of the research or as 
paid analyses.
There were seven models used in this investigation, split into 4 groups. Individual 
formulations within a group shared the same proportion of major components, but 
differed on how the impurities were represented.
Epoxy A -  This formulation is a mixture of BFDGE, TGAP and DDS, the mass ratio 
was specified by the sponsor of the research (Cytec Engineered Materials, Ltd.) as an 
engineering epoxy blend that has an epoxy excess.
Epoxy B & F -  An experimental system of di-functional BFDGE and DDS in 
stoichiometric molar proportions.
Epoxy C & G -  An experimental system of tri-functional TGAP and DDS in 
stoichiometric molar proportions.
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Epoxy D & H -  An experimental system of tri-fiinctional TGAP and DDS with an 
epoxy excess of the same molar fraction found in Epoxy A.
The molecular ratios are summarised in Figure 2.1 and the mass ratios in Figure 2.2.
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%
Figure 2. 1 -  Ratio of epoxy and amine functional groups.
□ DDS
□ TGAP
□ BFDGE
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%
O
□ DDS
□ TGAP 
□ BFDGE
Figure 2 .2 -  Mass ratio of all epoxy formulations.
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2.1.1 Sample preparation
All the samples were blended from three components: two epoxies (TGAP, a viscous 
amber liquid, and BFDGE, a viscous clear fluid) and an amine curing agent (DDS, a 
white powdered solid). The BFDGE can crystallise on long term storage (several 
months) and if this occurred the reagent bottle was warmed in an oil bath to 80 °C for 
several hours, until all, or enough had melted. BFDGE should be a solid at room 
temperature and has a melting point around 55°C, but is reasonably stable as a super­
cooled liquid For a typical batch of epoxy (70 g), the reagents were all weighed out 
into a disposable 250 ml glass bottle in the ratios shown in Table 2. 1.
Table 2. 1 Formulations for epoxies.
Name BFDGE (g) TGAP (g) DDS (g)
Epoxy A* Yes Yes Yes
Epoxy B 50.9 - 19.1
Epoxy C - 42.5 27.5
Epoxy D - 47.0 23.0
Epoxy F 50.4 - 19.6
Epoxy G - 42.4 27.6
Epoxy H - 47.1 22.9
* The Epoxy A formulation is classified.
The glass bottle was in suspended in an oil bath at 120 °C and mixed vigorously with a 
mechanical stirrer until total dissolution of the DDS was achieved, which typically took 
20-30 minutes. Careful temperature control with an oil bath at this stage was essential to 
limit uncontrolled reaction between DDS and the epoxy component. While this was 
stirring, a mould was prepared. Following problems with vertical moulds, epoxy 
plaques were exclusively cured in the horizontal plane. A tray, or dish shaped mould 
(Figure 2.3), of mild or stainless steel construction was coated with release agent and 
heated to 80 °C.
When ready, the mould was filled to a depth slightly larger than the required thickness 
with epoxy and both the mould and spare mix were degassed at 80 °C under vacuum, 
which was usually complete in less than 30 minutes. The uncured, unused blend was 
typically refrigerated following degassing for later use. The epoxy mould was placed in 
a programmable oven and set up level using a spirit level and shims. The oven was 
programmed with the cure schedule in Figure 2.4. This schedule, with a 180 °C dwell, 
allowed éthérification reactions to take place and a high degree of cure and cross- 
linking. This could be modified in further work by changing the 3 hour dwell down to
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150 °C and thus effectively eliminating éthérification reactions taking place to match 
the modelling technique. Ideally, these samples would have been prepared at 150 °C, 
but unfortunately, the nature of the éthérification reaction was not known to the author 
at the time.
150mm/
lOOmim
110mm
20mm
Figure 2.3 -  Epoxy casting mould.
2 0 0  -T 
180 - 
160 - 
Ü 140 - 
o  120 -
3 Hour dwell at 
180°C
Heating at 
+1°C/min
Cooling at 
-2°C/min
100 -
40 -
2000 100 300 400 500
Time (minutes)
Figure 2.4 -  Cure schedule for all epoxy formulations.
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Once cured, the epoxy plaque required cutting with a low speed saw and finishing with 
wet sanding paper to obtain the desired samples, which are outlined in Table 2.2. 
Although it was tempting to chip a DSC sample from the thin edge where the epoxy 
meniscus had risen slightly up the side of the mould, potentially better quality samples 
were taken from the bulk material. When the DSC experiments were repeated at the 
University of Surrey, samples were powdered using a single ball vibratory ball mill to 
obtain a high quality sample for analysis.
Table 2.2 -  Epoxy A prepared samples for DSC, DMTA and fracture toughness.
DSC DMTA Fracture Toughness
\f 91
~5-8mm 1.5 X 4 X 45 mm 40 X 40 X 5 mm
Chips cut with Stanley Cut with low speed Fracture toughness testing
blade, powder prepared in laboratory saw and finished procedures specified in
single ball vibratory ball with wet sander. ASTM E l820 - 11
mill. Photo is post test.
2.1.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The DSC analyses were carried out by Cytec Engineered Materials Ltd, at their research 
centre in Wilton, Redcar using a Mettler Toldeo DSC822e. Uncured sample blends (5 -  
12 mg) were analysed in flowing nitrogen (blanket 150 ml/min, furnace 80 ml/min) at a 
heating rate of 10 °C /min. over the range: -40 to 340 °C. The instrument was calibrated 
using an indium (99.99+) reference material.
The DSC analyses were repeated at a later date for the Epoxy C and Epoxy D samples 
at the University of Surrey using a TA Instruments QIOOO Differential Scanning 
Calorimeter under nitrogen. Epoxy material was taken from the samples prepared at 
Cytec and powdered in a single ball vibratory ball mill. The samples were rapidly
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heated to 175 °C before slowing to a 5 °Cmin'^ heating rate up to 320 °C, cooling at 5 
°Cmin'^ down to 100 °C followed, and finally heating at 2 °Cmin'^ up to 345 °C. The 
different temperature schedule was designed to improve the detection of Tg by crossing 
the transition with different heating rates.
2.1.3 Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis
The DMTA analyses were performed by Cytec Engineered Materials Ltd. at their 
research centre in Wilton, Redcar using a ARES LS 2K/2K FRT. The samples were 
prepared as per Table 2.2. Cured samples were analysed in air (142 L/min, 60-80 
psi/5.55 bar) at a heating rate of 3 °C /min. over the range: 30 to 320 °C. Samples were 
subjected to a sinusoidal strain (0.1%) at a frequency of 0.1 Hz.
2.1.4 Fracture Toughness (Kic / Gic)
The Fracture Toughness analysis was performed by the University of Bayreuth in 
Germany. The samples were prepared as per Table 2.2 and subjected to a separation of 
10 mm per minute while measuring the force. The temperature was 21°C and relative 
humidity was 48%.
2.2 Modelling techniques
Before any modelling could take place the component ratios needed to be calculated, 
including any impurities or solvent molecules to be considered. This also required the 
impurities to be analysed and a strategy for their representation to be drawn up. All the 
models were constructed from some, or all of the three components; the di-functional 
epoxy, BFDGE (96% pure monomer, 162g/mol epoxide equivalent weight, 38.6% p,p', 
47.0% o,p’, 10.6% o,o' isomer ratios), the tri-functional epoxy, TGAP (96% pure 
monomer, 96g/mol epoxide equivalent weight) and the amine, DDS (purity unknown). 
With the likely components for the epoxies and their impurities identified, they were 
statistically analysed to find the best molecular ratios that were both representative and 
sufficiently simple to apply to a model of less than 10,000 atoms.
BFDGE was considered first. It is known to consist of 96% pure di-functional monomer 
and 4% impurity which appear to be mono-functionalised and oligomers. Rough 
calculations showed that to create a model comprised of 96% monomer and have an 
overall EEW of 162, the impurity would be a very short chain oligomer. Table 2.3 was 
drawn up to calculate the total EEW of a two part system and to analyse the influence 
that various candidate impurities would have on EEW. It was shown that mono-
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functionalised monomer and di-functional dimer molecules both gave good matches to 
the desired EEW (highlighted green in Table 2.3). The dimer was chosen to represent 
the impurity as it gave the closest EEWtotai, but it was noted that the minor influence of 
the un-functionalised chain ends will not be represented in the resulting models.
Table 2.3 - BFDGE impurity calculations based on fixed 4% impurity.
x-mer Mr # Epoxy 
Groups
EEW part EEW total Type
1 312.39 2 156.2 156.2 Di-functional monomer
1 256.32 1 256.3 160.2
Monofunctional
2 512.64 1 512.6 170.5
3 768.96 1 769.0 180.7
4 1025.28 1 1025.3 191.0
5 1281.60 1 1281.6 201.2
2 568.71 2 284.4 161.3
Oligomers3 825.03 2 412.5 166.44 1081.35 2 540.7 171.6
5 1337.67 2 668.8 176.7
For the purpose of scientific integrity and mathematical rigour, the potential impurities 
were also analysed based upon a two part system with a fixed EEW aiming to optimise 
the purity as close to 96% as possible. These calculations are detailed in Table 2.4, and 
came to the matching conclusion that mono-functionalised monomer and di-functional 
dimer gave the best impurity representation.
Table 2.4 - BFDGE impurity calculations based on fixed 162g/mol EEW.
x-mer Mr # Epoxy 
Groups
EEW Purity Type
1 312.39 2 156.2 100.0% Di-functional monomer
1 256.32 1 256.3 94.2%
Monofunctional
2 512.64 1 512.6 98.4%
3 768.96 1 769.0 99.1%
4 1025.28 1 1025.3 99.3%
5 1281.60 1 1281.6 99.5%
2 568.71 2 284.4 95.5%
Oligomers3 825.03 2 412.5 97.7%4 1081.35 2 540.7 98.5%
5 1337.67 2 668.8 98.9%
Information is also available on the phenyl group isomer ratios of BFDGE supplied, the 
available BFDGE contains 38.6% para - para, 47.0% ortho -  para and 10.6% ortho -  
ortho isomers. As isomérisation is less influential than many of the other model 
parameters, it was applied to the overall model, not the individual components. When 
the final proportions of BFDGE monomer and dimer were established, the required
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distribution of isomers was assigned to make sure the overall ratios were as close to the 
known values as possible.
TGAP was then considered, it is known to consist of 96% pure tri-functional monomer 
and 4% impurity which appear to be functionalised monomers, with no isomérisation 
around the phenyl group. TGAP appears a simpler system to model the impurity as 
there are only different length oligomer chains possible to match the empirical EEW of 
96g/mol. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the same calculation performed with BFDGE earlier, 
with 4% TGAP octamer impurity (green in Tables) giving the model the most realistic 
properties. This however raises some issues for simulation. A single octamer molecule 
is 256 atoms and would need to be diluted with 158 monomers to bring its mass ratio 
down to 4%. This would lead to 6418 atoms being required just to build the simplest 
representation of TGAP and would ultimately create a model containing nearly 10,000 
atoms once cured with DDS. As this model size was larger than was desired to work 
with, another impurity molecule was selected which would give ‘adequate’ results, 
while allowing smaller models to be built. For this, the TGAP Trimer (yellow in Tables
2.5 & 2.6) was selected, maintaining 96% monomer purity as the cost of 94.5g/mol 
EEW, 1.5g/mol less than empirically measured.
Table 2.5 - TGAP impurity calculations based on fixed 4% impurity.
x-mer RMM # Epoxy 
Groups
EEW part EEW
total
1 277.35 3 92.5 92.50
2 498.63 4 124.7 93.74
3 719.91 5 144.0 94.51
4 941.19 6 156.9 95.03
5 1162.47 7 166.1 95.39
6 1383.75 8 173.0 95.67
7 1605.03 9 178.3 95.89
8 1826.31 10 182.6 96.06
9 2047.59 11 186.1 96.20
10 2268.87 12 189.1 96.31
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Table 2.6 - TGAP impurity calculations based on fixed 96g/mol EEW.
x-mer RMM # Epoxy 
Groups
EEW Purity
1 277.35 3 92.5 100.00%
2 498.63 4 124.7 88.98%
3 719.91 5 144.0 93.11%
4 941.19 6 156.9 94.49%
5 1162.47 7 166.1 95.18%
6 1383.75 8 173.0 95.59%
7 1605.03 9 178.3 95.87%
8 1826.31 10 182.6 96.06%
9 2047.59 11 186.1 96.21%
10 2268.87 12 189.1 96.33%
Table 2.7 -  Molar ratios and statistics for all epoxy models.
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F
BFDGE p,p’ Monomer 16 16 17 17 17 30
BFDGE o,p' Monomer 16 16 19 19 19 38
BFDGE 0 ,0 * Monomer 8 8 4 4 4 8
BFDGE o,p’ - o,p' Dimer 2 2 2
BFDGE o,p' - p,p' Dimer 8 8 3 3 3 1
BFDGE p,p’ - p,p' Dimer 1 1 1
BFDGE o,o' - o,p' Dimer 1 1 1
BFDGE o,o' - p,p' Dimer 1 1 1 1
DDS 24 24 24 24 24 39
H2O 48 48 48 48
Stoichiometric Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Monomers 80 80 80 80 80 119
Atoms 3184 3184 3184 3184 3040 4555
Degree of Cure 100% 100% 69% 69% 72% 69%
Technique* mp,mc, ap,mc, ap,ac ap,ac ap,ac ap,ac
8 8
BFDGE purity (96% ideal) 73.3% 73.3% 73.3% 73.3% 73.3% 95.5%
BFDGE EEW (162 ideal) 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 162
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Continued C D G H -^U
BFDGE p,p' Monomer Yes
BFDGE o,p' Monomer Yes
BFDGE o,o' Monomer Yes
BFDGE o,p' - p,p' Dimer Yes
TGAP Monomer 96 96 72 72 Yes
TGAP Dimer
TGAP Trimer 4 4 2 2 Yes
DDS 77 58 56 42 Yes
Stoichiometric Yes Epoxy Yes Epoxy Epoxy
excess excess excess
Monomers 185 166 132 118 112
Atoms 6381 5830 4634 4228 4142
Degree of Cure 70% 70% 71% 70% 67%
Technique* ap,ac ap,ac ap,ac ap,ac ap,ac
BFDGE purity (96% ideal) 95.1%
BFDGE EEW (162 ideal) 162.5
TGAP purity (96% ideal) 90.2% 90.2% 93.3 93.3 93.4%
TGAP EEW (96 ideal) 97.5 97.5 95.9 95.9 95.8
* mp = manual packing, ap = Amorphous cell module packing, me = manual cure, ac = 
automatic programmed cure, 8 = original cell multiplied out to an 8 unit supercell.
□ The Epoxy A formulation is classified.
A note should be made that for the first batch of models (Epoxy B, C & D), there was a 
calculation error which resulted in models with less than ideal molar ratios. This was 
spotted and corrected for the second batch of models (Epoxy A, F, G & H) but the 
results for the earlier models need to be treated with a little caution. Table 2.7 includes 
the actual vs. ideal values for EEW and monomer purity for each model.
Although these methods have given rise to a simple, two part system of monomer and 
impurity where a single impurity molecule is chosen, if very large systems are allowed, 
a number of different impurity molecules could be included to better represent the 4%. 
For example, BFDGE could be represented by both a functionalised dimer and mono- 
functionalised monomer. TGAP could be represented by a Boltzmann distribution of 
oligomers centred on EEW, or an exponential decay distribution with a mean EEW 
equivalent to the empirical value as in Figure 2.5.
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TGAP, 96% pure, EEW = 96g/mol represented with exponential 
decay distribution for impurity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 13141516171819 20 2122 23 2425
Chain length
Figure 2.5 -  Exponential decay distribution of impurity oligomers for TGAP
The significance of these improvements would likely be very small as they represent 
making subtle changes to <4% of the structure. The most significant obstacle remains 
maintaining integer molecular ratios, because such small fractions causes ballooning of 
model size beyond what is feasibly processable. However if future model sizes continue 
to grow and these impurity modelling improvements can be implemented within a
model size suitable for future hardware, it would be worthwhile.
There was no information available relating to the purity of the amine, DDS. Without 
any means to identify impurities either qualitatively or quantitatively, it had to be 
treated as if the DDS fraction is composed of 100% pure DDS.
With the molar ratios established for the individual components, the compositions of the
epoxy formulations were then calculated. Summary in Table 2.7.
Epoxy A -  This formulation is a mixture of BFDGE, TGAP and DDS, the mass ratio 
was specified by Cytec Engineered Materials Ltd as an engineering epoxy blend that 
has an epoxy excess. The mass ratio was converted into a molar ratio.
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Epoxy B & F -  An experimental system of di-functional BFDGE and DDS in 
stoichiometric molar proportions. Two molecules of BFDGE for each molecule of DDS, 
with allowances for impurities.
Epoxy C & G -  An experimental system of tri-functional TGAP and DDS in 
stoichiometric molar proportions. Four molecules of TGAP for every three molecules of 
DDS, with allowances for impurities.
Epoxy D & H -  An experimental system of tri-functional TGAP and DDS with an 
epoxy excess of the same molar fraction found in Epoxy A.
From the information established so far, it is possible to calculate the molar ratios of all 
the individual components in non-integer form. These ratios are put into a spreadsheet 
and multiplied up to produce many ‘Trial molar ratios’ (Table 2.8). These values are 
then rounded to integers and the integer values are analysed to determine monomer 
purity and EEW. A model then needs to be chosen within the desired atom count range 
with good matches to the empirical values of monomer purity and EEW. Using the 
example of Epoxy G in Table 2.8, a selection of possible models are shown within the 
desired model size range. The best values for EEW are highlighted in light green and 
the chosen model in bright green. In the case of TGAP, there had to be a sacrifice in 
quality when choosing to use a trimer. By maintaining accurate EEW values, the purity 
differed somewhat from the ideal 96% in all the trial models.
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Table 2.8 -  Developing model component fractions from non-integer ratios using 
Epoxy G as an example.
Trial Molar Ratios Integer Ratios Analysis
TGAP TGAP DDS TGAP TGAP DDS Model TGAP TGAP
trimer trimer size
(atoms)
purity EEW
59.42 1.69 46.68 59 2 47 3866 91.9% 96.7
60.02 1.71 47.15 60 2 47 3905 92.0% 96.6
61.22 1.75 48.10 61 2 48 3973 92.2% 96.5
62.45 1.78 49.06 62 2 49 4041 92.3% 96.5
63.08 1.8Ô 49.56 63 2 50 4109 92.4% 96.4
63.71 Ë82 50.05 64 2 50 4148 92.5% 96.4
64.35 1.83 50.55 64 2 51 4177 92.5% 96.4
64.99 1.85 ' 51.06 65 2 51 4216 92.6% 96.3
66.30 1.89 ^ 52.08 66 2 52 4284 92.7% 96.3
66.96 1.91 52.60 67 2 53 4352 92.8% 96.2
67.63 1.93 53.13 68 2 53 4391 9 2 .9 ^ 96.2
68.30 1.95 53.66 68 54 4420 92.9% 96.2
68.99 1.97 54.20 69 2 54 4459 93.0% 96.1
70.37 2.01 55.29 70 2 55 4527 93.1% 96.1
71.08 2.03 55.84 71 2 56 4595 93.2% 96.0
71.79 2.05 56.40 72 2 56 4634 93.3% 96.0
72.51 2.07 56.96 73 ..... 2 . 57 4702 93.4% 95.9
73.23 2.09 57.53 73 2 58 4731 93.4% 95.9
73.96 2.11 58.11 74 2 58 4770 93.4% 95.9
75.45 2.15 59.28 75 2 59 4838 93.5% 95.8
76.20 2.17 59.87 76 2 60 4906 93.6% 95.8
76.97 2.19 60.47 77 2 60 4945 93.7% 95.8
77.74 2.22 61.07 78 2 61 5013 93.8% 95.7
79.30 1 2.26 62.30 79 2 r  62 5081 93.8% 95.7
Materials Studio by Accelrys was used to perform the molecular modelling and 
simulation studies. A number of software updates were received during the course of 
the work, with versions 4.0 through 5.5 being used. Although most of the work 
performed was compatible with all versions, there are some tasks and procedures which 
were version specific, or had to be done differently depending on which edition was 
used. As well as the main Visualizer program, the add-on modules Amorphous Cell and 
Discover were also used. Calculation jobs were handled on a client-server 
arrangement, with a basic Windows Desktop PC handling the Visualizer, and a more 
powerful server for larger calculation tasks. The server was a 64-bit machine, with 2 
Intel Xeon quad core processors @ 2.33GHz and 8GB RAM, which ran under Windows 
Server 2008.
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2.2.1 Historical model building techniques.
The evolution of molecular models has shown a clear trend from manually created 
models, to those more procedurally fashioned. Prior to 2007, models were built almost 
entirely by hand, relying only on energy minimisation to keep bond angles and lengths 
realistic^^’ To begin with, a single monomer unit was drawn out by hand using 
suitable modelling software, and the monomer was created with any functional groups 
un-reacted. From this point, the model was subject to energy minimisation by 
Newtonian methods until convergence to an RMS energy of O.Olkcal moF^ was 
achieved. This monomer was then cloned, roughly positioned, and then bonded to the 
original by manually creating and breaking the bonds. This new dimer was then subject 
to the same energy minimisation procedure as the monomer. This procedure was 
repeated to append three further monomers to the main model, one at a time. To achieve 
maximum cross linking, and to facilitate the later stages, where a linear chain would 
cause difficulties, these final three monomers were only bonded to the original two. 
This pentamer was enclosed in a cell with periodic boundary conditions imposed. The 
pentamer was then bonded to the copies in adjacent cells, with one bond for each axis. 
Once again, this bonding was performed manually, by selecting appropriate functional 
groups and manipulating the bonding with the graphical interface to the modelling 
software. Following existing protocol, energy minimisation was performed at this stage 
to optimise the conformation of the now infinite-sized polymer system. At this stage the 
model could be similar to the left hand side of Figure 2.6, but as was often the case, 
minimisation of the model forced a structure distorted from the original cubic cell, with 
some cell angles as extreme as 66° and 114°^ ^^ . Because it was only possible to construct 
small cells by this method, it was customary to multiply the cell up into a 3x3x3 super 
unit cell as this was shown to improve the quality of results for later simulation tasks 
(Figure 2.6). It can be seen from Figure 2.6 that it was not epoxies used at this stage, but 
benzoxazine based polymers. The methodology could theoretically have been applied to 
epoxy systems if it was not substituted for the improved bonding methods.
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Figure 2.6 Development of bis-benzoxazine model, Hydrogens hidden for clarity.
From 2007, Materials Studio became available at Surrey University, and with it were 
included a number of modules and tools that could be used to improve model 
construction. The most significant of which is the Amorphous Cell module, enabling the 
user to input molecular ratios and basic monomer models, and return a cubic cell packed 
with the required monomer.
As the work undertaken since 2007 had moved from benzoxazines to multi part epoxy 
systems, an essential first step has to be included. Before even opening the modelling 
software, it is important to consider the system to be modelled and determine the molar 
ratio of components {e.g. epoxy monomers, impurities, amines, etc.) and then the 
quantities of each molecule to be included. Once the model had been planned, each 
constituent was drawn out by hand in the molecular modelling software. Then energy 
minimised and checked for correct conformation, with any discrepancies corrected by 
manual manipulation of atom coordinates.
A ‘construction’ task dialog box was opened in Amorphous Cell to define the cell 
intended for creation. The molecular model file for each component and ‘loading’ 
(number of molecules) was specified. For clarity, the remaining parameters are detailed 
in Table 2.9. There are also a number of user definable parameters relating to the 
packing algorithm, these have all be left as the default values as acceptable results were 
obtained with default values in early trials.
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Table 2.9 -  Setup for an Amorphous Cell construction task, (typical)
Item Value Notes
Forcefield PCFF
Electrostatic Summation Atom based
Van der Waals Summation Atom based
Cutoff distance 15.5Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Spline width 1 À For both electrostatic and VdW
Buffer 0.5 Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Frame output 1
Temperature 180°C
Density 1 g/cm"* Unless empirical data available
Check ring spearing Yes
Once created, a MD simulation was performed on the homogenous cell of monomers. 
The purpose of this simulation was to bring the new model into a stable equilibrium at 
the required temperature for cure (180°C). Once again, for clarity, the details of this 
molecular dynamics run are detailed in Tabular form (Table 2.10). Experimental results 
and reasoning for the choice of values for Cutoff, Spline width and buffer are covered in 
Section 3.2. The electrostatic summation accounts for ionic and dipole-dipole non-bond 
interactions (Keesom force). Van der Waals summation calculates the non-bond 
interationcs of dipole-induced dipole (Debye force) and the forces from two induced 
dipoles (London dispersion force). Cutoff vales can be compared with the cell 
dimensions in Table 3.5.
Table 2.10 -  Molecular Dynamics performed on freshly created cell of monomers.
Item Value Notes
Forcefield PCFF
Electrostatic Summation Atom based
Van der Waals Summation Atom based
Cutoff distance 10Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Spline width 3À For both electrostatic and VdW
Buffer 1 Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Ensemble NPT
Thermostat Anderson Collision ratio =1.0
Barostat Anderson Cell shape fixed, size variable. Cell 
Mass = 20 amu
Temperature 180°C
Pressure O.OOOlGPa = Standard Pressure (1 Bar)
Time Step Ifs
Duration 25Ops - Ins
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This cell of mixed, unreacted, monomers was the starting point for either the manual 
cure, or the automatic program which superseded manual cure in epoxy systems by the 
end of 2009.
It is worth briefly explaining the manual cure process, as the programmed cure is based 
on a lot of the same concepts, and discovering the limitations will give insight into how 
and why the procedural cure was approached.
The first step in curing an epoxy-amine blend was to identify the functional groups. In 
Materials Studio, these central atoms can be saved as ‘sets’. Typically the hydrogens 
were used for the amine, and the cyclic oxygen was used for the epoxy group. This 
function was accessed through the menu under Edit > Edit Sets. To create a set, the 
atoms need to be selected. Although it is possible to do this by hand, with anything but 
the smallest model the task is demanding. Fortunately there is an atom selection tool, 
available under Edit > Atom Selection which will simplify the task. If the Forcefield 
codes are known (For PCFF: amine hydrogen = hn, epoxy oxygen = o3e) it is 
straightforward to search for the groups by this method, but it is not an impossible task 
without this information. Table 2.11 shows how the functional atoms can be manually 
selected for epoxies. Amine hydrogens are more straightforward, as they are simply a 
hydrogen bonded to a nitrogen.
Table 2.11 Selecting Epoxy oxygen atoms. CNS = Create new selection, SEE = Select 
from existing selection.
CNS > Element > is Oxygen Selects all oxygens
CNS > Connected Selects everything within 1 bond of an oxygen
SFE > Hybridisation > is Trigonal Selects only benzene carbons from selection
CNS > Connected
SFE > Element > is Oxygen Selects oxygens bonded to benzene rings
CNS > Radial distance > Not within
1Â
Selects everything that is not an oxygen 
bonded to a benzene ring
SFE > Element > is Oxygen Selects all oxygens, except those next to 
Benzene rings.
CNS > Connected Selects atoms adjacent to oxygens mentioned 
above
SFE > Element > is Carbon Removes sulphones and H2O groups from 
selection
SFE > Connected Only keeps selected pairs of carbons that are 
bonded together.
CNS > Connected
SFE > Element> is Oxygen Selects only epoxy oxygen
Once the sets have been defined, it is prudent to set up the visual display to make 
searching and bond manipulation in the graphical display easier. The default style 
should be line or skeleton display, with non-amine hydrogens hidden, epoxy oxygen
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and amine hydrogen as large sphere or ball and stick, perspective view and a high level 
of depth cue; depth cue should be switched off for searching, and on for bond 
manipulation.
The user should now be ready to begin the simulated cure. To find suitable candidate 
functional groups, the amine hydrogen set is selected, then, the ‘Atom Selection’ tool is 
used to find oxygen atoms within a cut-off distance (Typically <5A, cut-off distance 
discussed at length in Section 3.2.2, not to be confused with non-bonding energy 
calculation cut-off distance). Although multiple oxygens will be selected, the epoxy 
groups should stand out as they will be displayed as ball and stick, rather than the line 
visualisation which the other oxygens will exhibit. An epoxy group should be chosen 
from a random location as possible using best human judgement, and then manually 
‘reacted’ with the nearest amine to affect cure as per Figure 2.7. It can sometime be 
easier to delete the amine hydrogen, and then add a new one to the epoxy oxygen. 
Reacted groups are changed to skeleton / line view to improve visualisation.
Figure 2.7 -  Manual bond manipulation to effect the simulated reaction.
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Following the formation of the new bond(s), it is important to run a short energy 
minimisation and molecular dynamics to relax the structure. The setup would be as 
Table 2.12 for energy minimisation, and as Table 2.10 for molecular dynamics, with 
duration tuned for the model and hardware, but typically Ips -  50ps.
Table 2.12 -  Setup for an Energy minimisation task.
Item Value Notes
Forcefield PCFF
Electrostatic Summation Atom based
Van der Waals Summation Atom based
Cutoff distance 10.0Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Spline width 3Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Buffer 1 Â For both electrostatic and VdW
Method Conjugate Gradient
Temperature 180 °C
Maximum iterations 200 Considerable variance allowed.
Although it is explained now, in practice, the planning stage should come first. There 
are three main points to consider. Firstly, the physical time required to perform the 
between-cure minimisation and dynamics should be considered, and with that, the 
number of bonding operations to be performed before initiating the simulation step 
needs to be decided. Secondly, to reach the desired degree of cure, the number of 
functional groups needs to be counted and the total number of bonding operations 
determined, taking account of non-stoichiometric formulations. Finally, a system needs 
to be controlled to account for the inter cell bonding. Ideally, a 2x2x2 cell lattice would 
be displayed, but sometimes this can be too large and 2x2x1 lattices are used, 
alternating the plane with no repeat unit. A special way of dealing with this type of 
bonding needs to be considered to make sure the repeated cell units are all bonded 
together and the final model is not a discreet nano-particle or film. However 
development of this technique was abandoned in favour of the automatic cure program.
2.2.2 Automatic Epoxy Cure Program
The automated cure program (Section 6.2) was created out of necessity. As the 
hardware improved, it was possible, and beneficial to work with larger models, but they 
were becoming increasingly difficult to cure manually. The automatic method roughly 
follows the manual technique, but with a number of improvements to control, speed, 
and output traceability.
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The current version of the epoxy cure program can process a cell containing any number 
and type of epoxy and amine monomers, with the final size of the model only restricted 
by the time available to perform the necessary molecular dynamics. The cure simulation 
is currently limited to low temperature epoxy chemistry, (no greater than 150 °C). This 
avoids the complexity associated with the éthérification reaction. Future editions of the 
program may well be adapted to accommodate higher temperature cure chemistry using 
little extra code, but it was important to validate the models, so the simpler structures 
were dealt with first.
The uncured blend of monomers is created by the same method explained in section
2.2.1 using the Amorphous Cell module in Materials Studio.
Before running the program, it is important to tailor the various parameters to the 
desired cure. The ‘number of bonds between dynamics’ (Sdynbondsamics variable) is a 
relic from transferring the manual cure procedure to code and allows for multiple 
bonding reactions to take place between each molecular dynamics run. After gaining 
experience from using the program, it has become customary to set this variable to 1, 
and tune the cure time with the Sdynamicsduration variable only. The dynamics 
duration is a value in femtoseconds, which represents the delay in time between 
bonding actions, or attempted bonding actions. The temperature of cure can be defined, 
and is applied to the molecular dynamics simulations that run between bonding actions. 
Although this does not affect the kinetics or reactivity, it does play a part in the cure 
pathway. For example, if a lower temperature is used, less cross linking will be required 
to reach a glassy state, this could cause the cure to halt early as functional groups could 
not diffuse to within reacting distance. It would not be impossible to modify the 
program to allow a heating rate to be applied, this would perform the simulated cure 
with the temperature, Tg and potential final cure all increasing with time. While these 
variables shape the progress of cure, the following guide the final stages of cure, and 
determine when cure is complete.
The simplest way to control cure is with the Scuredegree variable. Cure will stop once 
the percentage of amine hydrogens that have reacted exceeds the proportion dictated in 
Scuredegree. This technique is not ideal, as it can stop cure when there are still many 
groups in close proximity that would have normally reacted. It is more desirable to tune 
the program so the proximal reactive groups are exhausted in the same manner as a real 
system would. The way this is achieved is by tuning the maximum allowable separation 
between an epoxy and amine group ($cutoff variable), and the MD time elapsed without
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reaction before ending cure (elapsed time is product of $Failedcurecount and 
$dynamicsduration variables).
Once the amorphous cell of monomers has been prepared and the input variables 
defined, the program is ready to be run. The flow of the program is explained in Figure 
2.8. Epoxy-amine pairs are chosen by considering every possible combination in the 
model and ranking the top fraction in order of their reactivity quality. This is currently 
only based on inter atomic distance, but has the potential to include any number of 
factors which would effect reactivity.
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Yes
No
No
Yes
This would be where future protocols 
are added to give each epoxy-amine 
pair a bonding score depending on 
many factors, currently bonding score is 
solely dependant on interatomic 
distance
Yes
No
Subtract one from 
$Failedcurecount
Is current degree of cure 
^ Scuredegree
Short minimisation to 
clean file format
Find all epoxy groups, add 
details to Sepoxylist
Find all amine groups, 
add details to $aminelist
Run molecular dynamics 
for a duration of 
$dynamicsduration 
Femtoseconds
Save structure 
Produce output file, 
containing 
information about 
cure.
Extract relevant data from 
the molecular database 
and store in variables
Run short energy minimisation to 
relax the new bonds which are now 
typically overextended and high 
energy
Have a quantity of $dynbondsamics 
epoxy-amine bonding reactions 
taken place?
Sort list of reactable epoxy-amine pairs 
by bonding score.
Reset SFalledcurecount to original 
value
Work through $aminelist 
and find all groups in 
Sepoxylist within an 
interatomic radius of 
$cutoff angstroms. Were 
any found?
React together the highest ranked epoxy-amine pair.
Update epoxy-amine bonding pair list, Sepoxylist and Saminelist to remove any other 
epoxy-amine pairs and function groups rendered unviable by this reaction.
Initialise program and set parameter variables:
Scutoff (Maximum interatomic distance for new bond) 
Scuredegree (Max desired cure)
Sdynbondsamics (Number of bonding actions to perform 
between dynamics runs)
Sdynamicsduration (Duration of MD, in femtoseconds) 
SFalledcurecount (Number of cure attempts before exit)
Figure 2.8 -  Flow chart for programmed cure.
Once the program is complete, a number of files will be outputted for the user. Perhaps, 
most importantly, the atomistic model of the cured epoxy cell, which has been cured to 
specifications and the structure relaxed. If the cure were halted prematurely by the
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maximum degree of cure being reached, the model would normally be subject to a 
further nanosecond of MD to allow the structure to fully equilibrate after the final 
bonding actions. At this point the model is complete, and is ready for any predictive 
testing it was designed for, such as measurement of Tg, mechanical or diffusion 
properties. As part of the text output file there are a number of cure statistics, which 
provide useful insights regarding the cure. The majority of these data can be 
summarised in a graph, plotting the degree of cure against simulation time. An example 
is given in Figure 2.9. By examining the output graph, it is possible to determine the 
final degree of cure and cure time, and obtain an estimate of the ratio of kinetically 
controlled to diffusion controlled cure.
Example cure
Final Degree of
Cure, 55%60
Change over Point
50
Diffusion controlled 
reaction, after gel point40
p> 30
Kinetically controlled 
reaction, before gel point20
10
0 Cure Time 
3.5 ns
Time (nanoseconds)
Figure 2.9 -  Example graph, showing degree of cure against time (4Â cut-off).
As the development and testing of the program progressed, various parameters were 
tested and models were created along the way. As a result, most of the models were 
built under slightly different conditions (Table 2.13). The maximum idle time is the 
total molecular dynamics time elapsed without finding any reactable groups before the 
program halts cure. As development of the program progressed, the parameters were 
tuned so an element of diffusion controlled cure was included and the maximum idle 
time and cut-off distance worked together to stop cure close to 70%. Cure was 
simulated using 180 °C MD to match the molecular motion of the physical cure.
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However the programmed cure did not include the éthérification reactions normally 
present above 150 °C.
Table 2.13 -  Summary of parameters used in programmed cure for all models. All 
models cured at 180 °C. Order from left to right shown chronology of model 
construction.
Epoxy Model B3 & B4 C&D* B5 F G H A
Maximum allowable cure (%) 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.5 70 100
Cutoff distance (A) 7 10 5 5 5 4.7 4.5
Dynamics duration per step (ps) 5 5 1.667 5 5 5 10
Maximum idle time (ps) 50 125 125 250 375 500 1000
Epoxy C & D allowed 3 new bonds per step.
2.2.3 Prediction of Glass Transition Temperature
The method used for determining the glass transition temperature from a molecular 
model was to measure the density of the model at a range of temperatures and plot these 
two variables against each other, with Tg being found at the point of gradient change. 
This method has been tested by a number of researchers with good results This was 
done by running molecular dynamics for sufficient time at each temperature to allow the 
system to equilibrate (equilibration stage), then once more, for a fiirther length of time 
(data acquisition stage) to determine the mean and standard deviation values for 
temperature and density. Temperature is measured because, despite being set with a 
thermostat, it can deviate slightly. It is important to have consistent forcefield and 
molecular dynamics parameters throughout the test and the starting model. If for 
example, a model is constructed and equilibrated with the COMPASS forcefield, and 
then the Tg simulation is performed with the PCFF there may be a noisy transition, with 
anomalous early data points where the significant change can not be stabilised within 
the allowed equilibration stage. This can easily be rectified by running a MD simulation 
with the exact parameters intended for the Tg prediction for sufficient time to allow full 
equilibration, and using the output as the starting point for the Tg prediction. This initial 
MD simulation is now performed as standard procedure. Duration varies depending on 
computing resources available at the time of testing, but typically 500 -  3,000 
picoseconds.
Historic Method
The original method was only used for the Epoxy B1 model before being quickly 
replaced with the current method. 45ps duration data acquisition MD simulations were
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performed without prior equilibration, with the final atomistic coordinates from the 
previous simulation used as the start of the next. The starting model was equilibrated at 
227 °C and cooled in 10 °C steps to 97 °C. The data set was then increased by starting 
again at the 227 °C equilibrated model and heating at 10 °C up to 287 °C. Once 
complete, each saved coordinate state fi*om 207 °C to 177 °C was subject to additional 
molecular dynamics at 5 °C lower temperature in an attempt to improve the data set. 
This gave a final temperature range o f -190 °C (97 °C -  287 °C) with a high resolution 
patch in the middle.
Molecular dynamics were performed using the Discover module implementing PCFF 
under an NPT ensemble, Anderson and Parrinello were used as the thermostat and 
Barostat respectively under default values for collision ratio (1.0) and cell mass (20 
amu). Pressure was held at 1 bar (0.00 IGPa) and the time resolution was 0.5 
femtoseconds.
Current Method
The bulk of the Tg simulation experiments used the Amorphous Cell Temperature Cycle 
protocol to automatically run multiple molecular dynamics simulations at regular 
temperature steps and return tabulated data. These data include the mean and standard 
deviation for temperature and density for each temperature step. The current method 
used almost the same parameters as the historical method, but the time resolution was 
increased to one femtosecond. The equilibration stage was introduced with this method, 
set to 25ps, and the data acquisition stage was increased to lOOps to improve the 
stability of the results.
Using the Amorphous Cell Temperature Cycle does have some restrictions on 
customisation, for example, the barostat is hard coded as Berendsen, and can not be 
changed using the GUI or text input files. It is possible, however to edit the script for 
the Temperature Cycle protocol. The code is located at [installation 
directory]\share\Discover\data\polymer\script\acTempCycle.tcl and can be edited like 
any Btcl program using a text editor.
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2.3 Data Analysis Techniques
Although much data are presented in a form where they are ready to interpret, in the 
field of molecular modelling, there are a number of situations where the raw data must 
undergo a degree of refining before they are ready.
2.3.1 Density Logging Program
During the course of MD simulations, certain parameters are plotted against time. 
Typically these can include energy, temperature and volume. It is useful to observe how 
quickly and how smoothly they equilibrate, after a change in temperature for example. 
Unfortunately, the Discover module records only energy and temperature, and while 
investigating different thermostats and barostats (Section 1.5.5) it was desirable to 
observe how the density fluctuated with time. It was convenient that during the course 
of the MD calculation, a number of files on the server were constantly updated with the 
current values for time, temperature and the cell parameters. Using the cell parameters 
and {2.1}, a volume vs. time graph was plotted as a gauge of barostat performance.
volume = abc^jx -  cos^ a  -  cos^ p  -  cos^ y + 2 cos a  cos p  cos y {2.1}
A program was written to poll the server files at a user determined frequency to find and 
extract the values for simulation time, temperature and the cell parameters. These values 
are then appended to the bottom of a comma-separated values file, where they can be 
viewed during the course of the simulation, and graphical plots of density and 
temperature vs. time can be created.
2.3.2 Tg Prediction Data Analysis
The method for determining the Tg from the molecular dynamics data has undergone a 
number of revisions, which has ultimately culminated in a Visual Basic script to analyse 
the data and assist in Tg prediction. It is important not to allow human judgement to 
play too large a part in analysing the Tg prediction raw data, as it is often the case that 
the results contain a not-inconsiderable amount of variance, or the actual Tg could be 
outside the experimental range. If care is not taken with the axis scales and other 
subtleties, it can be easy to incorrectly locate the glass-rubber transition.
From 2007 to 2008, the point of gradient change was determined by splitting the data 
into two sets, above and below a speculated Tg, two best-fit lines were created for the 
data sets and the correlation coefficient calculated (see Figure 2.10 for example). This
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was repeated for different speculated transition temperatures and the split giving the 
best correlation was taken as Tg.
V)c0
Û
= 0.939
R" = 0.976
Temperature
Figure 2.10 -  Early method of determining the point of gradient change.
From 2008 onwards, a Visual Basic script was written (Section 6.1) and used to analyse 
the raw data from the MD simulations. The output is a probability trace, mapped to 
temperature, ideally showing a peak at Tg, but also indicating the overall quality of the 
data. The script is considerably faster than the superseded method of manually creating 
a number of graphs, and has the potential to run even faster by optimizing the search 
algorithm.
If a typical output from several MD simulations is considered (Figure 2.11), it can be 
seen there are four variables characterising the best fit. As the temperature variable is 
predetermined for each point along the trace, there are only three variables requiring 
optimisation to determine the best fit at a specific temperature.
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Density
Gradient ’a'
(Temp, Density)
Gradient ‘b'
Temperature
Figure 2.11 -  Fitting a hinged line to data points.
Once the best fit for a specific temperature is found, the process is repeated at different 
temperatures to allow a graph to be plotted of fit quality V5. temperature. The Tg can be 
read off this graph when the fit quality is at a maximum.
Hinge Point
Figure 2.12 -  Example showing how ellipse aspect ratios are linked to error bars and 
radii are linked to geometry of best fit line. For clarity, shown at a very early stage of 
refinement, while the ellipse radii have not been minimised.
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It was desired to achieve the best possible relation between the best fit binged line and 
the data points. Unfortunately traditional best fit algorithms are not ideally suited to a 
data set that changes gradient. The solution was to create an improved system for 
determining ‘quality of fit’. Initially, parameters for a straight line were calculated that 
would roughly fit the data, this created the starting point for iterative refinement. With 
reference to Figure 2.12, at each data point, an ellipse was centred, which was of the 
same eccentricity as the ratio of standard deviations in the two axis, and of sufficient 
radius to make a tangent with the best fit line. The line was improved using a Box- 
Behnken refinement method to minimise the total of the semi minor axis radii. These 
total values for semi minor radii are taken as the quantification of the fit quality and 
once calculated for a number of temperatures, the reciprocal can be overlaid on the 
original density V5. temperature data. An example of the output from the script is shown 
in Figure 2.13, the red line shows a peak at the point of gradient change (minimum 
ellipse size).
a-
(/)cQ)
o
Temperature
Figure 2.13 -  Example data set showing molecular dynamics raw data (black) and 
quality of fit (red)
The analysis script proved to be a powerful tool in Tg prediction, but a second revision 
could eliminate some weak points. There is significant room for improvement with the 
mathematics. An absolute least squares calculation could replace the Box-Behnken 
refinement, considerably shortening calculation time. A relative scaling factor would 
also be beneficial, so the numerical ‘quality of fit’ for systems with differing numbers of 
data points can be accurately compared.
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3.1 Physical experimental techniques
To save time and expense, it was decided to only prepare and analyse four samples as 
the seven formulations fit neatly into 4 groups of very similar formulation (under this 
assumption an error will be seen of only 3.6% by grouping B & F, 0.6% for C & G and 
0.6% for D & H) as illustrated in Figure 3.1
3.1.1 Sample preparation
All the epoxy systems were easy to cast, the components blended easily, with very little 
evidence of trapped air during the de-gassing stage. Although some of the early castings 
did suffer from brittleness, this was significantly improved with better mixing 
equipment and moulds. Problems were also found trying to cast vertical plaques, with 
poor flatness on the surfaces, presumably owing to cure shrinkage, but possibly related 
to small leaks in the mould. This was simply overcome by switching to casting in 
horizontal trays, which are open top, but supported in the oven perfectly level.
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Figure 3.1 -  Similarity between some formulations allowed for a reduced number of 
sample preparations and analyses.
3.1.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Initially the uncured mixtures of Epoxy A, B, C & D were analysed by DSC. The results 
are shown in Figure 3.2. It is clear from the shape of the exotherms that there are a 
number of curing mechanisms taking place, but are heavily overlapped. It would be 
useful to repeat this experiment at a slower heating rate as this might help to resolve 
these peaks. The potential curing reactions are listed as reactions (3.1) (3.6).
(3.1) ^
R O
OH
R'
oV R
(3.2) ^
R O
O R'
. H N ^
Hcy-x^R
(3.3) ^
R O
NH.
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Theoretically, each of the reactions involving DDS could be resolved into two peaks, 
one for primary amine, and one for secondary, but this effect is not likely to cause a 
large temperature shift, and was not noticed in any of the DSC traces. As a result 
reactions (3.2 - 3.6) only give rise to a maximum of four peaks between them, not six. 
Epoxy B shows the simplest peak, with only one apparent cause for the exotherm, the 
BFDGE epoxy reacting with DDS (reactions (3.2) & (3.3)). It was possible for an 
éthérification reaction (3.1) to take place. However, because éthérification takes place at 
a higher temperature^^^ and the system is stoichiometric, there was little evidence of it in 
the DSC trace.
It would not be an unreasonable extension of this theory to consider that the influence of 
an éthérification reaction would also not be seen in the stoichiometric TGAP and DDS 
formula in Epoxy C. There is however, a definite double peak in Epoxy C, with the 
component peaks centred at 225 °C and 241 °C. Although the peaks have not been 
separated an integrated, it is clear to see the 241 °C peak is larger in volume, coupled 
with the 225 °C peak aligning with that of Epoxy B, it is reasonable to assume the 225 
°C peak relates to reactions (3.2) & (3.3) and the 241 °C peak relates to reactions (3.5) 
& (3.6).
Epoxy A and D contain both epoxy environments in excess of a stoichiometric ratio 
with DDS. Epoxy A features more epoxy groups with local ether groups than Epoxy D,
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which has more epoxy groups with local amine groups. It can be expected that the two 
composite peaks from Epoxy A and D will be composed of the same components, but in 
different ratios. Unfortunately, there is much overlapping, and it is difficult to separate 
into 4 separate peaks, but it is possible to identify the 261 °C peak in Epoxy D as the 
most likely reaction (3.4). The reaction (3.1) is likely to occur around 245 °C, but is 
masked by the exotherms from reactions (3.5) & (3.6), if we are assuming it to be a 
similar 16 °C difference between the reaction temperatures for the two epoxy 
environments.
\
in k g i*  %QQ27 m j
normaiizfeü 554.74 Jg “>1 
O nset 184.24 *C
Peak 2 2 8 .8 3 'C
ep o x y  A uncuréfj. 6 4900 mg
normalized 394.15 Jg'^1
EPOXf B uncured. 11.9800 mg
normalized 667 71 Jg'^1
EPOXY C uncured. 5.7900 mg
integral 4097.39 m j 
normalized 659.80 Jg^1
EPOXY D uncured. 6 2100 mg
Figure 3.2 -  DSC of uncured samples of Epoxy A(Green), B(Red), C(Blue) & 
D(Purple) run at 10 “C / minute.
DSC samples prepared from Epoxy A, B, C & D cured at 180 °C were analysed under 
the same conditions, with the results plotted in Figure 3.3. The glass transition for 
Epoxy B can clearly be seen in Figure 3.3 at the point the baseline drops, it is also 
significant, because it is below the cure temperature, implying the material was in the 
rubbery state throughout cure, leading to a high monomer conversion and hence very 
low residual exotherm, which is shown in Table 3.1, along with the data from the other 
formulations. For the other formulations it was not possible to identify Tg in this initial 
run because of the residual exotherm peak.
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Table 3.1 -  Comparison of residual exotherms between cured and uncured samples.
Resin
Enthalpy of reaction 
J/g (kJ/mol epoxy)
Residual exotherm
(J/g)
Conversion after cure 
(%)
Epoxy A 555 (72.0) 21.5 96
Epoxy B 394 (63.8) 3.4 99
Epoxy C 668 (64.1) 38.1 94
Epoxy D 660 (63.4) 47 93
Figure 3.3 also gives an insight into the high temperature stability of the different 
epoxies, with very little evidence of instability of Epoxy B at 340°C, but increasing 
thermal instability as the cross linking increases through Epoxy A to C to D. This 
difference is almost certainly of architectural origin, as the only distinct molecular 
structure to TGAP is the amine bonded to phenyl, which is present in Epoxy B via the 
DDS component. It is theorised that the lower cross linking in Epoxy B allows the 
chains more freedom at higher temperature, allowing them to dampen the vibrational 
energies, whereas the more rigid TGAP based structures do not have this flexibility, and 
the intense vibrations cause molecular bonds to fail from 310°C.
Using the results from Figure 3.3, the rough location of Tg was established and a heat- 
cool-heat-cool DSC analysis was performed over this area to more accurately determine 
the transition. It is a problem with DSC measurements, like many thermal analysis 
techniques, that the recording of the transition is delayed slightly in time. In a heating 
run, events appear at slightly higher temperatures than they should (and at slightly lower 
temperatures in a cooling run). This can be mitigated somewhat by using a slower 
heating rate, but this has the disadvantage of blurring the distinction between glassy and 
rubbery heat capacities, sometimes making the transition impossible to identify. If 
instrument time allowed, multiple runs at a range of heating rates would be performed 
and the TgS measured, these could then be plotted as a function of heating rate and the 
data extrapolated to find the most accurate transition temperature at a heating rate of 
zero degrees per minute. It should be borne in mind that the transition happens over a 
range, not at a distinct temperature, so the limits and range, as well as the midpoint have 
been recorded.
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EPOXY A, cured, 7 5800 mg
Integral 162.79 mJ
normalized 21.48 Jg''-1 
Onset 215.47 °C
Peak 249.21 “C
Integral 36.51 mJ 
normalized 3.37 JgA i 
Onset 
Peak
EPOXY B. 10.8200 mg
169 33 "C 
179.55 "C
Integral 379.82 mJ 
normalized 38 10 Jg^-1 
251.20'C 
276 38 'C
Onset
Peak
EPOXY C, 9.9700 mg
Integral 
normalized 46.97 Jg^-1 
249.19 "C 
273.95 “C
415 67 mJ
EPOXY D. 8.8500 mg Onset
-40 -20 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 300 320280
Figure 3.3 -  DSC of cured samples of Epoxy A,B,C & D. Heating at 10 Kmin ^
The DSC results for the heat-cool-heat-cool runs on Epoxy A and Epoxy B are shown in 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. These two epoxy systems allowed 4 readings of Tg, 1 
with standard cure and 3 for samples that have been post cured. Data gathered from 
these investigations are summarised in Table 3.2.
The DSC investigation of Epoxy C (Figure 3.6) and Epoxy D (Figure 3.8) proved to be 
more difficult, with the transition being too weak to detect on cooling runs, and during 
heating runs the residual exotherm masking the Tg. Although the initial results were 
almost unusable, a hint of a Tg at around 250 °C for Epoxy C during the second heating 
run inspired a repeat of the analysis. Figure 3.7 shows that two out of four of the passes 
over the transition allowed for a reading to be made for Tg. The repeat experiment on 
Epoxy D did not yield any new results.
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'exo
JG EPOXY A - 160-280-160-280-160.08.04 2009 15:46:46 
JG EPOXY A - 160-280-160-280-160, 8.9200 mg
Glass Transition 
Onset 220 53 “C 
Midpoint 208 14 ”C
Glass Transition 
Onset 218.91 'C  
Midpoint 209.83 ”C
Glass Transition 
Onset 206 52 “C 
Midpoint 209,82 “CmW
Glass Transition 
Onset 212 81 
Midpoint 2199!
200 250 250 200 200 250 200250
Lab: METTLER STAR* SW 8.10
Figure 3.4 -  DSC of cured Epoxy A. Heat -  Cool -  Heat -  Cool (all at 10 °Cmin‘ )^.
'exo
JG Epoxy B - 120-220-120-220-120,09.04.2009 08:56:40 
JG Epoxy B - 120-220-120-220-120, 9.4500 mg
Glass Transition 
Onset 168.64 °C 
Midpoint 159.66 “C
Glass Transition 
Onset 165.32 °C 
Midpoint 157.72 °C
mW
Glass Transition 
Onset 156.08 “C 
Midpoint 159.99 °C
Glass Transition 
Onset 157.20 ”C 
Midpoint 163.31 “C
120 140 160 180 200 220 200 180 160 140 120 140 180 200 220 200 140160 180 160
38 min
Lab: METTLER STAR* SW 8.10
Figure 3.5 -  DSC of cured Epoxy B. Heat -  Cool -  Heat -  Cool (all at 10 °Cmin'^).
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'exo
JG Epoxy C - 150-295-150-295-150,09.04.2009 12:07:44 
JG Epoxy C - 150-295-150-295-150,8 3200 mg
mW
150 200 250 250 200 150 200 250 200250
Lab; METTLER STAR" SW 8.10
Figure 3.6- DSC of cured Epoxy C. Heat -  Cool -  Heat -  Cool (all at 10 “Cmin^).
Sample: Epoxy C cured
Size: 4,5000 mg DSC
Method: Heat/Cool/Heat
Comment: Heat 5°G to 320°C, 5°C/min back to 100°G heat 2°G/min to 345°
Run Date: 04-Mar-2011 12:58 
Instrument: DSC Q1000 V9.9 Build 303
0.2
242.54°C
f
I
u_
I
0 .0 -
-0 1
100 150 200 250 350300
Exo Up Temperature (°C) Universal V4.7A TA Instrum ents
Figure 3.7 -  Repeated DSC of cured Epoxy C sample. Heat (5 °Cmin'^) -  Cool (5
C m m 3 -H eat(2  Tmin'O.
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JG Epoxy D - 150-290-150-290-150,09 04.2009 11:04:38 
JG Epoxy D - 150-290-150-290-150, 9.1200 ring
mW
150 200 250 250 200 150 200 250 250 'C200
35 40 45 50
Lab. METTLER STAR* SW 8.10
Figure 3.8 -  DSC of cured Epoxy D. Heat -  Cool -  Heat -  Cool (all at 10 “Cmin'^).
There is a definite trend relating to the magnitude of the Tg in the DSC thermogram 
through Epoxy B to A to C to D, with D impossible to read accurately. The cause of this 
is the lack of distinction between the glassy and rubbery states with Epoxy C & D, and 
the greatest difference between the two states when considering Epoxy B. The most 
obvious cause for this is the increased stiffness in the structures of Epoxy C & D, the 
rubbery chain motion involves 20-50 atom chains Obviously if the system is too 
highly crosslinked, there will not be many sections that are free to move, and the 
rubbery motion will not be dramatically different from the types of motion possible in 
the glassy state. This theory is backed up by early simulation work involving 100% 
cured cells^ ^^  models. These highly crosslinked and rigid structures did not appear to 
have a clear distinction between rubbery and glassy states. The DSC data are 
summarised in Table 3.2 and illustrated in Figure 3.9 alongside the results from the 
DMT A experiment. To recap, the Epoxy A and Epoxy B DSC experiments were carried 
out at 10°K / min, the Epoxy C cooling was at 5°K / min and the Epoxy C heating was 
at 2°K / min. The difference is less significant for Epoxy A & B because equal heating 
and cooling runs are averaged, but with Epoxy C, Tg may be marginally higher than the 
average.
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Table 3.2 -  Measurement of Tg by DSC
Cured Post Cured
Resin Heating Cooling Heating 2 '“‘ Cooling 2"^ Average
Epoxy A 209.8 ±3.3 208.1 ±12.4 220.0 ±7.1 209.8 ±9.1 214 ±9
Epoxy B 160.0 ±3.9 157.7 ±7.6 163.3 ±6.1 159.7 ±9.0 161 ±7
Epoxy C - 223.5 ±19.6 234.8 ±6.3 - 229 ±13
Epoxy D - - - - -
C Heating 2"  ^(2 "Cmin") 
300
£ 100
B DSC heating, before post cure
■ DSC cooling, post cured
□ DSC heating, post cured
■ DSC cooling, post cured
□ DMTA heating
Epoxy A Epoxy B Epoxy 0 Epoxy D 
Figure 3.9 -  Summary of Tg measurements from DSC and DMTA
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3.1.3 Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis
The graphical results from the two DMTA analyses are shown in Figure 3.10 and 
illustrated alongside the DSC results for comparison in Figure 3.9.
Q
1 . 4
1 6 5  &  1 6 5 ° C
E p o x y  A  
E p o x y  B  
E p o x y  C  
E p o x y  D
1.2
0.8
2 0 8  & 2 1 1 ° C
0.6
0 . 4 2 7 4  &  2 7 6 ° C
, 2 7 9 & 2 8 1 ° C0.2
0
0 1005 0 1 5 0 200 2 5 0 3 0 0 3 5 0
T e m p e r a t u r e  ( ° C )  
Figure 3.10 -  DMTA results for all epoxy systems.
3.1.4 DMTA and DSC Tg measurement comparison
Epoxy A has shown consistent results between DSC and DMTA, suggesting a Tg close 
to 211°C with high confidence.
Epoxy B has shown consistent results between DSC and DMTA, suggesting a Tg close 
to 162°C with high confidence.
Epoxy C yielded two results from DMTA, 274 °C and 276 °C, which are both within 
experimental error and can be ayeraged to 275 °C. The DMTA results show some 
discrepancy with DSC, giying a Tg some 46 °C lower in temperature. This may be 
accounted for by the chronology of the experiments. The samples were prepared and 
immediately analysed by DSC and DMTA, howeyer it was oyer a year later that the 
same samples were taken and re-analysed by DSC (Figure 3.7) to obtain the reading for 
Tg. It may haye been possible for some water to be adsorbed by the sample in this time, 
and rearranging the Fox equation {3.1} shows that a 3.0% water content would explain 
this shift in temperature. This fraction of water is quite typical for an epoxy To add 
further weight to the argument, the original DSC measurement of Epoxy C, does show
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evidence of a transition around 250 °C (Figure 3.6), roughly 20 °C higher than measured 
a year later.
T {t  - T
  S {H 2 0 )  y S(Polymer) S{Wet_ polymer)
X  —
Rearranged Fox equation: I j ^  | {3.1}
S{Wet_ polymer) y Polymer) S (H 2 0 )  J
* X = weight fraction o f water. The Tg o f  water is in the range o f  -124°C to -138°C. In 
most cases, the Fox equation predicts that Tg will be lowered more than is actually 
observed in practice.
Epoxy D also yielded two results within experimental error, 279°C and 281°C, allowing 
for confidence in an average of 280°C as the Tg. With no DSC reading available for 
comparison, this is the only measurement for Epoxy D.
As seen in the DSC traces, the DMTA peaks became increasingly shallow and indistinct 
as cross linking increased, especially towards Epoxy C & D. This can be explained in 
the same manner, with the most rigid systems blurring the distinction between rubber 
and glassy behaviour by restricting the rubbery motion through high levels of cross 
linking.
3.1.5 Fracture Toughness and Elastic Modulus.
The results for G lc and K lc from fracture toughness tests are shown in Figures 3.11 
and 3.12, along with the measurements for elastic modulus in Figure 3.13. It is clear to 
see the same trend with this property. As cross linking increases from Epoxy B through 
A, C and D the material becomes more hard and brittle, with toughness dropping as a 
result. Unlike the DSC and DMTA results, it can be seen the variance in the data 
decreases, with much less error in the readings for Epoxy D than those for Epoxy B.
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G1c Toughness
Epoxy A Epoxy B Epoxy C Epoxy D
Figure 3.11 -  Gle fracture toughness results
K1c Fracture Toughness
0.7
0.6
0.5
%  0.4
I  0.3
0.2
0.0
Epoxy B Epoxy C Epoxy DEpoxy A
Figure 3.12 -  K lc fracture toughness results
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Elastic Modulus
4000
3500
3000
2500
2  2000
1500
1000
500
Epoxy A Epoxy B Epoxy C Epoxy D
Figure 3.13 -  Elastic modulus results.
There is little that can be done to establish a trend in the elastic moduli (Figure 3.13). 
The error bars only represent the standard deviation of the 5 tests, the full range is -2.5 
times the standard deviation. With this degree of overlap, any conclusions drawn from 
the trend would be tentative at best.
The average of 3.3GPa across the four formulations compares falls within the expected 
range of elastic modulus for this type of epoxy [6-8]
3.2 Modelling experiment techniques
Table 3.3 shows the results from the series of experiments aimed at finding the optimum 
non-bonding force calculation parameters. Both Coulombic and Van der Waals 
interaction energies were set to the same values for cutoff, spline width and buffer 
width. The time column shows how long the molecular dynamics simulation took to 
run, and the variance column represents how the system recovered from a large 
temperature change. The best compromise between time and stability was the “10, 3, 1” 
setup, which was used for all energy calculations and simulations.
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Table 3.3 Time taken and temperature variance with various non-bonding force 
calculation parameters
Cutoff (Â) Spline Width (Â) Buffer Width (Â) Time (s) Variance (°C)
15.5 5 1 326 20
15.5 5 2 297 25
9.5 1 0.5 242 20
9 1 0.5 205
12.5 3 1 60
10 3 1 123
8.5 1 0.5 112 200
8.5 1 1 89 200
8.5 1 1.5 85 200
3.2.1 Historical model building techniques.
The formulation for Epoxy B was calculated and used to experiment with improving 
model building techniques. The first four versions (Bl, B2, B3 & B4) represent a 
logical evolution of methodology and were standalone simulations, they were not 
specifically designed for predicting properties, but to collect empirical data on building 
techniques, allowing shortcomings to be identified for improvement.
As shown in earlier work very noisy data are obtained when using small cells, with 
one of the reasons being self-interaction of atoms. The default cut-off for non-bonding 
interactions in Discover is between 6.5Â -  15.5Â, with 10Â typically used in this work. 
In a system with cell dimensions less than the non-bonding cut-off, atoms will all be 
interacting with 6 copies of themselves which can lead to unnatural behaviour owing to 
the feedback loop. When considering a system with cell dimensions less than double the 
non-bonding cut-off atom ‘A’ could be interacting with multiple copies of atom ‘B’. If 
the system contains aromatic or other rigid sections it is credible that a feedback loop 
could extend beyond double the non-bond cut-off. For an ensemble of models with a 
defined number of molecules (Such as the Epoxy B l, B2, B3 & B4 set) it is still 
possible to have a range of cell dimensions if some are cubic and other highly distorted 
triclinic cells (Table 3.4). To prevent feedback, it is favoured to keep atom copies as 
distant as possible, and to achieve this, a cell with parameters as close to cubic as 
possible is benificial.
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Table 3.4 -  Minimum cell distance for early Epoxy B models.
Epoxy Model Bl B2 B3 B4
Minimum distance between copies in Angstroms 29 25 31 33
It was desired to investigate the presence of water diffusion in the cured resins at a -4%  
loading w/w. Initially there was no established technique for introducing water to cured 
resin models, so water was included at the early stages of construction and cure 
progressed with the water in-situ. This is not ideal, and could result in a model with a 
greater void volume and would give a lower Tg if measured. A blend of monomers and 
water is also not representative of a laboratory preparation where components would be 
reasonably dry at cure. Only Epoxy models Bl -B 4  were built with water included; all 
later models were constructed and cured dry with no water present.
The first step in building an atomistic model of an epoxy system is to create a model of 
uncured monomer. The first technique for this was applied to Epoxy B l. The required 
molecules were manually fitted to a cubic cell (Figure 3.14) and then subjected to 
molecular dynamics under atmospheric pressure to bring the molecules together. During 
the molecular dynamics occasional epoxy and amine groups were bonded to help the 
model condense from the gas phase.
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Figure 3.14 -  Uncured cell of monomers. Epoxy Bl
Figure 3.15 -  Cured cell of monomers. Epoxy Bl
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It was very difficult to arrange the monomers evenly in the empty cell and following the 
simulated condensation there was only a low level of homogeneity. Also, the cell was 
triclinic before many curing reactions had taken place. For Epoxy B2 and all following 
models, this cell of monomers was created using the Amorphous Cell module in 
Materials Studio. This module allowed for the monomers to be more naturally and 
evenly distributed in a cubic cell.
The next stage was to simulate the curing reaction between epoxies and amines. For the 
Epoxy Bl (Figure 3.15) and B2 models, this was done entirely by hand, to 100% 
conversion. Curing to 100% was clearly unwise, leaving no unreacted amine or epoxy 
groups is not realistic, and the methods required to force this caused severe distortion of 
the originally cubic cell. This is a result of the force field attempting to find a 
configuration that relaxes the overstretched new bonds.
It was difficult to perform a manual cure, and the task became increasingly challenging 
with larger models, to achieve a model of usable size, the smaller cured cell was then 
copied along each axis to create an 8 unit supercell, as shown in Figure 3.16 for Epoxy 
B2. Concentrating on the more distinguishable sulfone groups in Figure 3.16, it can be 
seen how the original 3 groups have been regularly repeated along each axis. Clearly, 
the copies are no longer exactly the same, having performed energy minimisation and 
molecular dynamics on the 8 unit cell, the chains from the original cells have utilised 
the additional freedom to adopt a lower energy conformation
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i
Figure 3.16 -  Cured 2x2x2 unit supercell of Epoxy B2, 100% cured.
For Epoxy B3, the automated cure program was used to transform the cell of monomers 
into a model of cured resin. Final degree of cure was also reduced from 100% to 69%, 
leaving unreacted epoxy and amine groups in the final models. The automated cure is 
considerably gentler, almost always bonding groups that are closer together, and results 
in a final model that is a lot closer to the original cubic shape once cured and 
minimised. The Epoxy B3 (Figure 3.17) and B4 cells are the same size as the Epoxy Bl 
& B2 8 unit supercell. However they were built in one go, and required no 
multiplication of cells to create a supercell. A product of this is noticeably better 
homogeneity, comparing the highly visible sulfone groups in Figures 3.16 & 3.17 
highlights the drawbacks of multiplying a smaller cell. It is also easy to include smaller 
impurities when building a larger model, and it was also possible to include the correct 
isomer ratios of BFDGE. Although the influence of isomers on the mechanical 
properties may potentially be insignificant, any improvement to the model’s accuracy 
which does not come with a penalty to processing should be embraced.
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Figure 3.17 -  Automatically cured model of Epoxy B3
3.2.2 Automatic Epoxy Cure Program
Once written and checked for error-free operation, the automatic epoxy cure program 
was used to build seven epoxy models for simulation based analysis along with a large 
number of models to test the program’s capabilities and tune the parameters for ideal 
operation.
The time required to build models using the automatic cure program was drastically 
reduced from the earlier methods involving bonding molecules by hand. Most of this 
time is taken up with the molecular dynamics, required to allow the monomer and 
growing chains to diffuse amongst each other, with the trivial computation of choosing 
and manipulating bonds barely contributing to the computational load.
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Although it could potentially lead to very strained and low density models, a 
particularly short MD time can be used to produce highly cured molecular models in a 
matter of minutes.
In conjunction with the atomistic model, the text output file includes a number of 
statistics and data relating to the cure which give an insight into how the cure took place 
and give an indication as to the state of the cured model.
The distance between the most proximal amine and epoxy group in a model is recorded 
as cure progresses, and has been plotted in Figures 3.18a and 3.18b; the data are split 
over two graphs purely for clarity. It is clear to understand the program’s strategy, 
always bonding the closest epoxy and amine group. Although molecular dynamics 
allows the monomers and chains to move, this does not happen quickly enough, and as 
cure progresses, reactive groups need to be bonded over greater and greater distances. 
Figure 3.19 shows how much MD time has elapsed to reach any particular degree of 
cure, and shares the same colour identities as the first graphs.
The maximum separation between an epoxy group and amine group to allow a new 
bond to be formed was not restricted when building Epoxy B5, C or D, and it can be 
seen that the cure progresses at a steady kinetically controlled rate until 70% cure, 
where the program stops. For the models built later, a lower cutoff was used, and no 
bonding would take place if the two groups were further apart than 5 Â for Epoxy F & 
G, 4.7 for Epoxy H or 4.5 Angstroms for Epoxy A. Instead molecular dynamics was 
repeated until readable groups diffused within the cutoff, or the program would halt 
because over 1 nanosecond (Epoxy A) or over 250 picoseconds (all other models) of 
molecular dynamics had elapsed without any bonding taking place. This style of cure is 
akin to diffusion controlled kinetics, which would normally take place once a resin has 
reached the gel point. However, the program does not enforce the reverse, and the 
changeover point may not always coincide with the actual gel point of the model. Once 
the automatic cure program reverts to diffusion controlled cure, the time required to 
perform the calculation can increase dramatically and it is not always guaranteed that 
the simulation will reach the desired degree of cure.
A number of sharp downwards spikes are visible in Figures 3.18 (a & b) and are more 
distinct towards the end of cure when the average distance for a new bond is larger. 
These have been attributed to the previous bond causing significant local distortion to 
the molecular structure, for example when mobile primary amine bonds to an 
unyielding epoxy, the still reactive amine group will be swiftly transported several 
angstroms, and potentially a lot closer to another unreacted epoxy group.
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There is a drawbaek to the solely distance-weighted priorities for bonding epoxies to 
amines, energetic differences are not considered, for example differing reactivities of 
primary and secondary amines, and the induced strain when an 8 membered ring is 
formed by bonding the same amine to both the epoxy groups on the amino end of 
TGAP are ignored. The possibilities for investigation here are quite broad and could 
form the basis of further study.
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Degree of cure
Figure 3.18a -  Smallest distance between an epoxy and amine group in the model as 
cure of epoxies B5, C and D progresses.
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Degree of cure
Figure 3.18b -  Smallest distanee between an epoxy and amine group in the model as 
eure progresses. For Epoxy A, F, G and H.
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Figure 3.19 -  Degree of cure reached after duration of MD simulation elapsed for all 
epoxy systems. Epoxy B3 is hidden behind Epoxy B4.
The most important output from the cure program is the atomistic model of the cured 
epoxy resin and images of these models are shown in figures 3.20 to 3.26. Once cured 
the models are visually inspected for an obvious malformations, such a ring spearing or 
small catenations, however no such malformations were found in these models.
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It can be seen that the models appear to be spilling out from the periodic cell. This is 
merely a representation showing finite fragments of the chain as bonded to the main 
cell. Upon inspection, it is obvious where there are chains protruding from the cell, 
there is a void in the opposite side of the model where the clones of the protrusion 
would fit.
Although the methodology included the planning and model formulation for two Epoxy 
C models (Cl & C2), owing to time constraints, the C2 model was not built or tested. 
However, the theory and planning still hold some research value on their own, so they 
have not been omitted from the earlier chapters. All reference to Epoxy C in this chapter 
is only in relation to Epoxy Cl.
Table 3.5 shows the miscellaneous data relating to the curing. The degree of cure for all 
the models ended up close to the 70% cut-off. Most of the models were stopped because 
cure reached 70%. The actual values are overshot owing to 70% cure not corresponding 
with an integral number of reacted monomers. It is important to keep track of the 
smallest cell dimension, especially if working with smaller models than these. The 
reason for this is the non bonding forces. For example, consider a cell 15 Â on each side 
with an atom in the centre and one on the edge, 7.5 Â away. With a typical parameter 
setup, i.e. with the non-bonding forces acting over distances up to 10 Â, the centre atom 
will be within interaction range of the atom on the edge, as well as the copy of that atom 
in opposite adjacent cell. With the forces being summed, each of these atoms is feeling 
the influence of the other twice, and often in different directions. This is not an ideal 
situation and can give rise to unpredictable behaviour, so it is wise to check that the 
smallest cell dimension is well in excess of 2x the non-bonding distance cut-off, which 
is the case with all these models.
Table 3.5 -  Statistics relating to the Epoxy model curing.
Epoxy Atoms Degree of Cure (%) Cure time (ps) Smallest cell dimension (Â)
A 4142 67.9 2050 35.7
B5 3040 70.8 115 30.5
C 6381 70.8 360 40.1
D 5830 70.7 270 37.8
F 4555 69.2 1540 35.2
G 4634 71.0 1240 36.9
H 4228 70.2 940 35.8
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Figure 3.20 Epoxy A
Figure 3.21 -  Epoxy B5
Figure 3.24 -  Epoxy F
fs \  ; V
Figure 3.22 -  Epoxy C Figure 3.25 -  Epoxy G
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Figure 3.23 -  Epoxy D Figure 3.26 -  Epoxy H
While the models shown above were created at an early stage to facilitate further 
investigation. Epoxy A was rebuilt numerous times under different settings with the aim 
of tuning the eure program and identifying key areas for improvement.
One of the first parameters investigated was the dynamics time per step. To investigate 
this, the eut-off radius was fixed at 5 À and cure was allowed to proceed unhindered 
until 250ps elapsed without any new reactions taking place. The eure was tried with 5, 
10 and 20 pieoseeonds elapsing between each step and the eure experiment repeated 3 
times for each rate. Results are summarised in Figure 3.27, with averages written on the 
graph.
It can be seen that the point when cure changes from kinetically controlled to diffusion 
controlled happens at a higher degree of cure as the MD time is inereased. This is 
elearly the result of more diffusion being allowed to happen while it is not the limiting 
factor, so by the time the proximal functional groups have reacted, the more distant 
groups have had more of a chance to move into positions where they can react. Also 
with the longer MD, the overall cure takes proportionally longer, as a result of this the 
average final eure is also greater, but only slightly. Although this parameter does not 
make a considerable difference to the final degree of cure, it could be vital in tuning the 
changeover point from kinetic to diffusion controlled cure so it oceurs elose to where 
this happens empirically.
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Figure 3.27 -  Effects of varying MD time on cure.
A more influential parameter is the cut-off distance, as illustrated in Figure 3.28, where 
cure was simulated with a fixed MD time of lOps and allowed to proceed until Ins of 
MD had passed without reaction while varying the cut-off distance. For each cut-off 
distance, the experiment was repeated a total of 3 times for each inter-atomie separation. 
A summary of the important points extracted from Figure 3.28 is illustrated in Figure 
3.29. One reason for investigating this parameter is to have a rough reference for what 
cut-off to use to achieve a certain degree of cure, for example, 60% cure would typically 
be achieved with this epoxy model when using a 4Â cut-off. With more empirical data 
and experimentation with degree of cure, it may be possible for the program to predict 
the gel point and final degree of cure within reasonable accuracy, but this is currently at 
the early stages. This would be advantageous when working with novel systems where 
degree of cure may not be known empirically, or if it is desired to predict how certain 
molecular factors influence final degree of cure.
It can be seen from Figure 3.28 that the same degree of cure can be reached through 
different routes, for example, a 25% cure could be achieved either entirely diffusion 
controlled (3Â cut-off), or entirely kinetically controlled (4Â or greater cut-off). While 
it is obvious that the kinetic-only cure is much faster, and it may be more realistic to see 
a certain degree of kinetically controlled cure, switching to diffusion control in the later 
stages, it is debatable whether either gives a better model, or if there is any difference
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between the model at all. This aspect was not fully investigated, but could possibly 
reduce the processing time required to build a model if kinetic only eure is suitable for 
the whole process.
Consulting Figure 3.29, it can be seen that only about 5% of the cure is diffusion 
controlled past 5Â. The degree of cure achievable while under kinetic control is 
sufficient to make the system sufficiently rigid to prevent many more functional groups 
moving within reaction range. The only way to increase the cure further is to allow for 
groups to react over a greater eut-off distance.
The Epoxy A system being used for this investigation does benefit from a slight epoxy 
excess considering the degree of cure is measured by the number of amine hydrogens 
reacted. In the case of an extreme epoxy excess, it would be very easy to reach 100% 
cure (as epoxy -  alcohol reactions are not allowed, and degree of cure is only measured 
by amine groups reacted). With this in mind it could be considered that, in the systems 
with an epoxy excess (Epoxy A, D & H), it will be easier to achieve higher levels of 
eure. Also, while it is at roughly the same 70% cure by the amine definition as the other 
models, it may actually be less rigid and even less cured by some other definitions.
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Figure 3.28 -  Influence of cut-off distance on cure profile
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Figure 3.29 -  Summary of data for cure profiles in Figure 3.28. Error bars indicate 
standard deviations.
3.2.3 Prediction of Glass Transition Temperature
The first model to be built, Epoxy Bl, was the only to be analysed entirely by the 
historic manual methods, without any programmed procedures. It is also worth re­
stating that the density-temperature data was not collected in one cooling run: 
temperatures were explored from 227 °C down to 97 °C using inconsistent increments. 
Higher temperatures were investigated afterwards by increasing the temperature of the 
original 227 °C configuration in 10 °C steps to 287 °C (Figure 3.30). This was far from 
an ideal methodology, but was driven by the limited computing resources available and 
the trial and improvement nature of the earliest experiments.
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Figure 3.30 -  Volumetrie changes upon cooling Epoxy B l. Blue data points from 
cooling, red from heating.
The reasoning at the time was to attribute the 4 highest-temperature data points to 
thermal degradation and discard them from the next steps of analysis. With a more 
experienced eye, it can be seen that the 6 highest-temperature data points do not fit the 
trend, and this can be attributed to their acquisition being under heating, rather than the 
cooling conditions under which the others were acquired.
To analyse the remaining data points with the purpose of determining a glass transition 
temperature, multiple graphs were plotted with the data split into groups for ‘below Tg’ 
and ‘above Tg’ with the different graphs representing discrete groupings. Linear best fit 
lines were applied to each group of data and the correlation coefficients calculated 
using Microsoft Excel. The intersection of the two best fit lines were measured, and if 
found to be more than 10 °C from the temperature dividing the two groups the graph 
was discarded as it would be self-conflicting. Five graphs returned suitable results and 
are shown together in Figure 3.31, with the intersections and values summarised in 
Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.31 -  Multiple graphs attempting to predict Tg by splitting data at different 
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to.
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Figure 3.32 -  Summary of data from Figure 3.31, which can be used to predict the Tg of 
Epoxy Bl as 20TC.
The analysis of results shown in Figure 3.32 does give compelling evidence for the Tg 
being in a tight range, 195-206°C, peaking at 201 °C. There have been some 
assumptions and leaps of logic along the way to this result which may be questionable 
and raise doubt on the validity of these figures. The high temperature best fit line does 
appear to be influenced considerably by the two highest temperature data points, which 
were obtained under heating, rather than cooling conditions. This could lead to wildly 
different values than if they were measured under the same methodology. The change 
over to 5 °C temperature steps and then back to 10 °C may also invalidate the accuracy. 
If the density is lagging behind the rate of temperature change, the change in step would 
cause inconsistent results. Considering the total dynamics time per step was only 45ps, 
it is quite possible that the model did not manage to fully equilibrate at each temperature 
step before moving on.
Despite on reflection, these results appearing to be of questionable quality, the 
procedure of gathering and analysis did serve the higher purpose of understanding the 
problem and pitfalls associated with the techniques used. For further analysis the 
methodology was drastically improved and the quality of the results followed suit.
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New Method
Along with the more significant changes, the introduction of using density instead of 
volume or specific volume was introduced. Density is preferred as it has more relevance 
to the material than volume, which is specific to one model. It also allows the 
determination of absolute density and thermal expansion coefficients. For consistency, 
all temperatures are given in degrees Celsius for current method results.
Epoxv A
The Epoxy A model was analysed over 5 starting configurations to collect enough data 
for a confident Tg prediction. These configurations were produced by running MD on 
the equilibrated model with coordinates saved at lOps intervals, with each save being 
used as a unique starting configuration. Each starting configuration was subject to a 
temperature cycle, measuring density so the plots in Figure 3.33 (Configurations 1-5) 
could be obtained. The peak of the red line represents the best fit location for the change 
in gradient, and hence Tg.
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Figure 3.33 (Starting configuration 1) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy A.
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Figure 3.33 (Starting configuration 2) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy A.
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Figure 3.33 (Starting configuration 3) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy A.
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Figure 3.33 (Starting configuration 4) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy A.
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Figure 3.33 (Starting configuration 5) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy A.
Because of the variance in each model, it is necessary to combine the data to get a better 
understanding. This can be done in one of two ways. Each temperature point can be
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averaged (Figure 3.34) and then these average points can be analysed for the point of 
gradient change, or, all the data points can be plotted on the same graph, and the best fit 
can be determined for all the data together (Figure 3.35)
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Figure 3.34 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting configurations of 
Epoxy A (Peak at 200 °C)
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Figure 3.35 -  Ail data from 5 starting configurations with gradient change analysis for 
Epoxy A (Peak at 197.4 °C)
All the Tg measurement and simulation data are illustrated in Figure 3.36. The average 
temperature for DSC and DMT A was 212 °C compared to the average from the two 
simulation analyses of 199 °C, representing only a 6.1% difference between these 
values. This is a very encouraging result, and corresponds to a successful simulation.
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Figure 3.36 -  Summary of all Tg predictions, Epoxy A. Experimental in black, 
simulated in grey. SC = Starting configuration.
Epoxy B
Epoxy B was the first model to be analysed, as such it underwent a number of early 
trials with less than ideal models while the methodology was developed. The earliest B1 
and B2 models were both cured to 100%, leaving zero remaining epoxy or amine 
groups unreacted and perhaps producing a system that would be stiffer and with a 
higher Tg than if the cure stopped at a more realistic point. Epoxy B1 -  B4 were also 
only analysed for one starting configuration, this was for two reasons. During the early 
development there was a limited availability of processing resources, also the 
development was at such a rate that the model was already outdated by the time the first 
Tg simulation was complete.
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Figure 3.37 -  Tg prediction simulation for Epoxy B1
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Figure 3.38 -  Tg prediction simulation for Epoxy B2
The predicted Tg values for both Epoxy B l, 195 °C, (Figure 3.37) & B2, 244 °C, (Figure 
3.38) were high compared to the other models and the experimental results. This was to 
be expected from the very high degree of simulated cross linking. Although these 
models were of developmental interest for Epoxy B as a whole, the values predicted for 
Tg suggest a poor reflection of the material in the model.
Epoxy B3 was the first model to be cured using the automatic cure program, and had a 
more realistic 72% cure. The result from the single starting configuration analysis is
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shown in Figure 3.39. The simulation gives a very clear change in gradient with a Tg 
range of 128- 135 °C.
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Figure 3.39 -  Tg prediction simulation for Epoxy B3
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Figure 3.40- Tg prediction simulation for Epoxy B4
Epoxy B4 was built in the same manner as Epoxy B3, but the analysis covered a smaller 
range in temperature and possibly missed the majority of the glassy state (Figure 3.40).
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Although the peak seems reasonably sharp, the absolute score (secondary y-axis value) 
represents a poor score for fit, perhaps explained by curvature instead of two distinct 
gradients in the data. This could have been resolved by running the simulation over a 
similar range to that used for Epoxy B3.
It should be remembered that the epoxy models B l, B2, B3 & B4 contain 4% H2O, and 
this is known to reduce Tg. Comparing Epoxy B3 simulated Tg with literature the 
predicted values seem plausible for a formulation with 4% water. If the Fox equation 
{3.2} is applied to the simulated results for the water saturated models, a Tg prediction 
of a dry model can be estimated. These estimates are summarised in Table 3.6. No 
direct empirical measurements are available for H2O saturated material currently, but 
this could form part of future work.
{3.2}
Where w refers to weight fraction, subscript p  relates to the polymer and subscript w 
relates to water. The Tg o f water is in the range o f  -124°C to -138°C. In most causes, 
the Fox equation predicts that Tg will be lowered more than is actually observed in 
practice.
Table 3.6 -  Prediction of dry model simulated Tg using wet model data and Fox 
equation.
Model Simulated Tg Predicted dry Tg
EpoxyBl 195 245 (+50)
Epoxy B2 244 308 (+64)
Epoxy B3 132 166 (+34)
Epoxy B4 186 233 (+47)
The Epoxy B5 model was the last Epoxy B model built. It was analysed over 5 starting 
configuration to collect enough data for a confident Tg prediction. Each starting 
configuration was subject to a temperature cycle, measuring density so the plots in 
Figure 3.41 (Starting configurations 1-5) could be obtained. The peak of the red line 
represents the best fit location for the change in gradient, and hence Tg.
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Figure 3.41 (Starting configuration 1) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy B5.
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Figure 3.41 (Starting configuration 2) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy B5.
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Figure 3.41 (Starting configuration 3) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy B5.
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Figure 3.41 (Starting configuration 4) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy B5. 4
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Figure 3.41 (Starting configuration 5) -  Simulation to predict Tg in Epoxy B5.
Using the same methods as Epoxy A, the data was condensed. Each temperature point 
was averaged (Figure 3.42) and then these average points were analysed for the point of 
gradient change. Also, all the data points were plotted on the same graph, and the best 
fit was determined for all the data together (Figure 3.43)
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Figure 3.42 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting configurations of 
Epoxy B5 (Peak at 277 °C)
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Figure 3.43 -  Ail data from 5 starting configurations with gradient change analysis for 
Epoxy B5 (Peak at 275 °C)
Epoxy F
Following from Epoxy B(l-5), Epoxy F is an improvement on the same basic 
formulation, with more accurate impurity representation and a diffusion control stage in 
the cure. For this particular Tg test, instead of generating 5 starting configurations at the 
upper temperature and cooling them, a single starting configuration was taken at the 
upper temperature and then the system was subjected to 514 cycles of cooling and 
heating to generate 5 cooling runs and 4 heating runs. For consistency with the other 
data, just the cooling runs were extracted (Figures 3.44 and 3.45). The full data set is 
given in Figure 3.46 and all the Tg measurements and simulations are summarised in 
Figure 3.47, covering Epoxy B and Epoxy F.
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Figure 3.44 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting configuration of
Epoxy F (Peak at 220 °C)
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Figure 3.45 -  All data from 5 cooling runs with gradient change analysis for Epoxy F 
(Peak at 225 °C)
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Figure 3.46 -  All data from heating and cooling runs with gradient change analysis for 
Epoxy F (Peak at 220 °C)
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Figure 3.47 -  Summary of all Tg measurements (black) and simulations (grey) covering 
Epoxy B and Epoxy F. SC = Starting configuration
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The experimental measurements for Tg measured using DSC and DMTA are all 
consistent and give an average value of 162°C. The very high readings from Epoxy 
models B5 and B2 are clearly not representative of the physical system. The B2 model 
is perhaps forgivable for being relatively unrefined and cured to 100%, but the B5 
model needs more explanation. Taking another look at Figures 3.42 & 3.43 it can be 
seen that the change in gradient is not very distinct, and where the analysis has shown 
the Tg to be right on the edge on the data set, which raises questions about reliability 
and the possibility of thermal decomposition. Ideally the simulation should be repeated 
over a larger temperature range, down to ambient temperature.
The Epoxy F model should have been the most accurate of all these in this family, but 
they are predicting the Tg to be about 50 °C higher than empirically measured. The Bl 
and B4 models also gave Tg predictions roughly in this range, although care should be 
taken with these results as they were obtained from a single temperature cycle, with no 
repeats and with correction for H2O content. The Bl model was cured to 100% which 
would be a good reason why the predicted Tg is above the DSC-measured Tg, but it is 
not as high as the Tg predicted for Epoxy B2, which was also cured to 100%. The result 
from Epoxy B4 raises further questions, being cured to a significantly lesser degree than 
B l, a lower Tg value would be expected, but they are very similar. There are some other 
differences, such as the introduction of the automatic cure program, and creating a 
single cell, rather than building a supercell, but these lesser factors would not be 
expected to counteract the greater influence of the degree of cure. Repetition of the 
simulation would be required to confirm the values, and intermediate models would be 
helpful to discern exactly what factors are influencing prediction of Tg here.
The Epoxy B3 model gave a very clean gradient change (Figure 3.39) and, once 
corrected for H2O content, the closest to the DSC measured value. It is surprising to see 
such a difference from the Epoxy B4 model, which has exactly the same composition 
and construction. An insight to what is happening can be taken from Figure 3.48 where 
it can be seen there was a considerable density difference between the two models, 
perhaps as a result of the slight change in degree of cure (69% for Epoxy B4, 72% for 
Epoxy B3). Rather counter-intuitively, the higher density (Epoxy B3) model has the 
lower Tg. This raises the important point of checking density of models against an 
expected range, to validate the density before embarking on Tg prediction. It is also 
noticeable from Figure 3.48 that the Epoxy B3 Tg simulation was carried out over
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nearly double the temperature range of B4. This took longer to calculate, but allowed 
for greater confidence in the gradient change location.
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Figure 3.48 - Comparison of programmed cured Epoxy B & F models’ densities.
The two best models were Epoxy B3 and F, as they gave clear, visible gradient changes 
and their densities are consistent (Figure 3.48). There are two significant differences 
between these models. Epoxy B3 contains 4% water and a larger proportion of dimer to 
monomer. As BFDGE is a difiinctional epoxy, the dimer is also difunctional, but with a 
longer chain. These longer chains broaden the distance between cross linking points, 
and drive down Tg. This lower Tg expected for Epoxy B3 compared to Epoxy F is 
observed in the simulations.
Epoxv C
Epoxy C is the highly crosslinked resin, using the trifunctional TGAP in stoichiometric 
proportions with the amine hardener. The model was analysed over 5 starting 
configurations by cooling to collect enough data for confident Tg prediction. The data
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has been condensed by averaging each temperature step over the 5 starting 
configurations to produce Figure 3.49, the full data set is presented in Figure 3.50.
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Figure 3.49 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting configurations of 
Epoxy C (Peak at 246 °C)
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Figure 3.50 -  All data from 5 runs with gradient change analysis for Epoxy C (Peak at 
280 °C)
Epoxv G
The Epoxy G model was an improvement on the molar ratios used to represent Epoxy C 
and boasts improved accuracy for monomer purity and epoxide equivalent weight. 
Figures 3.51 and 3.52 present summaries of the T« simulation data.
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Figure 3.51 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting eonfigurations of 
Epoxy G (Peak at 264 °C)
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Figure 3.52 -  All data from 5 runs with gradient change analysis for Epoxy 0  (Peak at 
372 °C)
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Examining Figure 3.52 highlights two distinct cooling ‘pathways’, allowing for the 
cooled model to arrive at two densities separate in excess of their error (~4 standard 
deviations separation). This phenomenon is noticed to a lesser extent in Epoxy B 
(Figure 3.45). This is likely to be the result of a very large molecular motion, far beyond 
the scale of any vibration, bending or even crankshaft motion. This motion has allowed 
a greater degree of freedom over a sufficient fraction of the model to influence overall 
density and thermal expansion. In the ease of Epoxy G, the bifurcation of cooling 
‘pathways’ has caused the best fit algorithm to produce an anomalous result of 372 °C 
when compared to the other predictions and measurements in Figure 3.53. Overall, the 
simulation and experimental values for Epoxy C and G are well within the error 
margins.
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Figure 3.53 -  Summary of all Tg measurements (black) and simulations (grey) covering 
Epoxy C and Epoxy G. SC = Starting configuration.
Epoxv D
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The Epoxy D model was only subjected to 4 temperature cycles, two cooling and two 
heating, performed consecutively, with the output of one cycle being the input for the 
next, starting from the upper temperature. The usual plots for these data are presented in 
Figures 3.54 and 3.56. Because the heating and cooling runs are distinct, their data have 
been averaged separately and presented in Figure 3.55. It is clear from this that the 
cooling run gives a more defined gradient change and best fit peak, the heating run did 
not produce a normal peak, above the highest temperature shown the algorithm returned 
an error, this is normal when there is no gradient change in the data, and illustrates why 
cooling runs have be used predominantly in the other experiments.
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Figure 3.54 -  Average density and temperature data for 4 starting configurations of 
Epoxy D (Peak at 300 °C)
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Figure 3.55 -  Average density of 2 cooling runs (blue) and 2 heating runs (red), Epoxy
D (Cooling peak at 305 °C)
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Figure 3.56 -  All data from 4 runs with gradient change analysis for Epoxy D (Peak at 
319 °C)
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Epoxv H
The Epoxy H model was an improvement on the molecular ratios used to represent 
Epoxy D and boasts improved accuracy for monomer purity and epoxide equivalent 
weight. Figures 3.57 and 3.58 present the Tg simulation data summaries.
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Figure 3.57 -  Average density and temperature data for 5 starting configurations of 
Epoxy H (Peak at 256 °C)
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Figure 3.58 -  All data from 5 starting configurations with gradient change analysis for 
Epoxy H (Peak at 276 °C)
The various simulated values for Tg are illustrated alongside the empirical values in 
Figure 3.59. The early and improved model predictions flank the empirical value, with 
the early model (Epoxy D) predicting a higher temperature. Although various 
formulation or parameter factors could be brought up as potential candidates for this 
difference, it would be tricky to explain why a similar temperature difference was not 
seen between Epoxy C & G. There are subtle differences between the automatic cure 
program setup for Epoxies G & H, encouraging more of a diffusion controlled cure in 
Epoxy H, but looking back to Figure 3.19, the cure characteristics were quite similar.
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Figure 3.59 -  Summary of all Tg measurements (black) and simulations (grey) covering 
Epoxy D and Epoxy H. SC = Starting configuration.
To summarise all the Tg work, Figure 3.60 shows the average values (excluding those 
discarded at an early stage) for experimental measurements, early models (Epoxy B, C 
& D) and improved models (Epoxy A, F, G & H). Generally the simulation work has 
shown good correlation with the experimental measurements, with the notable 
exception of Epoxy B, as explained in detail above.
There is a further consideration when looking at the data as a whole. The Epoxy A, D & 
H formulations included an excess of epoxide, whereas Epoxy B, F, C & G were based 
on stoichiometric ratios. An epoxy excess would allow for the experimental samples to 
cure with extra cross-linking via the éthérification side reaction, imparting greater cross 
linking, degree of cure and higher Tg. The simulated cure however, was not capable of 
éthérification, so it would be expected to predict marginally lower Tg. With Epoxy A, 
this is observed, the simulated value being 13 °C (6%) lower than the experimentally 
measured value. With the Epoxy D & H models, a lower simulated Tg is only observed 
with the second generation model (Epoxy H), which is 15 °C (5%) cooler than
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experimental measurements. This would suggest an improvement when moving towards 
the second generation model.
It would be very interesting to take the Epoxy A and H models as they are and allow 
further cross linking via the éthérification side reaction, then re-calculate the Tg and 
observe the change, It would be expected to lie at a higher temperature, optimistically, 
closer to the experimental value.
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Figure 3.60 -  Summary of empirical vs. simulated values for To
3.3 Data analysis techniques
3.3.1 Density Logging Program
The density logging program was primarily used to achieve a better understanding of 
how the parameters of the thermostats and barostats influence molecular dynamics. 
Although the results have little standalone value, they complement the research 
summarised in Section 1.5.5 leading to the choice of the Anderson Thermostat and 
Parinello Barostat, which were used throughout this work. It was possible to measure a 
number of the less influential parameters for molecular dynamics to tune them for the 
systems of interest.
The resolution, or time between each calculation is set at 1 femtosecond by default, 
attempts to increase the time for each time-step (2fs or greater) resulted in a slightly 
more rapid calculation, but often, especially at higher temperatures, the calculation
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would fail owing to vibrations getting out of control. Decreasing the time-step (O.Sfs 
was tested) made little noticeable difference to the temperature or density control, but 
took roughly twice the time to calculate for a given dynamics time.
Attempts to tune the collision ratio (relating to the Anderson thermostat) and the cell 
mass (relating to the Parinello barostat) did not yield any improvements over the default 
values. Typically, changing these values did not have any significant impact on the 
molecular dynamics temperature stabilisation which had a maximum variance of 0.8% 
between results of varying collision Ratio, or density with a maximum variance of 1.8% 
between various cell mass values.
The most valuable outcome from the density logging program was a greater 
understanding of how the cell density changes with time, and appreciating how long 
readings need to be averaged over to obtain equilibrated values for density.
It was also possible to use the density logging program to generate data that back up the 
observed trend that larger models produce better results. Figure 3.61 shows how 
creating a 2x2x2 supercell will, for the same MD simulation produce volume or density 
data with considerably less variance.
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Figure 3.61 -  Comparison of different cell sizes during molecular dynamics. The 
apparently noisier plot for the 8 unit cell model is owing to simulation being calculated 
slower, allowing for a higher sampling rate.
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3.3.2 Tg Prediction Data Analysis
To help with clarity and readability, the Tg data analysis results are included in Section 
3.2.4, with the bulk of the Tg prediction results.
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Summary and Conclusions
4 Summary and Conclusions
The study has proven to be worthwhile research, developing and validating new 
modelling techniques, building a foundation for further epoxy modelling work.
Samples were prepared using moulds that held the epoxy sheet in either the vertical or 
horizontal plane. Considerably better results were achieved when using a horizontal 
mould with respect to cure shrinkage and surface quality. These samples were analysed 
using DSC and DMTA equipment to determine the glass transition temperature. It was 
found this transition was generally quite high (-150 -  275 °C) and for two out of four 
formulations, quite close to the decomposition temperature. This close proximity to the 
decomposition temperature made it very difficult to accurately measure the Tg as the 
exotherm from the thermal breakdown obscured the more subtle baseline change 
corresponding to the Tg. Similar problems were found during computer simulations of 
the two very high Tg epoxies.
DMTA was used to complement the Tg values measured using DSC, in one case 
providing the only practicable measurement for the transition. For the other epoxy 
formulations agreement between DMTA and DSC gave measurements within expected 
error.
The cure temperature (180 °C) was considerably below the Tg for Epoxy C,D, G & H, 
resulting in a sizable post-cure exotherm. This could be reduced by curing at a higher 
temperature, but it is unlikely it would benefit the material as a whole, as it would 
increase brittleness, and the Tg is already very high.
Fraeture toughness experiments were performed and data are available for these 
formulations, although owing to limitations in simulation they were not employed at 
this time, but have potential value in future work.
Improved techniques and procedures have been developed for designing molecular 
models. The requirements for building a model are mass or molar ratios of epoxy and 
hardener, an insight into impurity identity and desired model size. From here, a 
specification of a model, including components and ratios can be determined that 
matches the original physical preparation or theoretical specification.
When considering how to account for the impurity in TGAP for the improved models 
(Epoxy A, G & H), it was calculated that 4% by mass of a functionalised octamer would
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best represent the physical system. However for practical reasons, this was substituted 
for a trimer, as an octamer would have been too restrictive on the molecular ratios in the 
model, requiring a very larger model for the smallest possible ratio. The final Epoxy G 
& H models both incorporated two TGAP trimer molecules in them to represent the 
impurity. It would have also been possible to build a similar sized model using one 
hexamer and achieve better match with the experimental epoxy equivalent weight 
(EEW). The counterargument to this would be that by only having a single molecule to 
represent the impurity would leave the model less homogenous, localising the effects of 
the impurities’ character. There are two problems with this judgment, firstly, a hexamer 
would be quite large and could span a large volume of the periodic cell, secondly, the 
experimental value for EEW is quite high for only 4% impurity, so it suggests the 
physical system would be accurately represented with isolated, high molecular weight 
impurity molecules.
Model building techniques took the greatest step forward during the course of this work, 
advancing from manually connected monomers to a programmed curing system that 
computationally analyses the model and simulates the curing reactions required to 
produce a solid, cured epoxy. It is known that, when curing a physical epoxy resin, 
various parameters such as heating rate and dwell temperature will influence the final 
properties of the material. This is perhaps due to varying degrees of cure or internal 
bond strain. Changing the parameters that control the programmed cure will influence 
properties such as final degree of cure and the changeover between kinetically 
controlled cure and diffusion controlled cure. Insufficient time was available to fully 
investigate the correlations between different parameters, but it was shown that models 
of the same formulation can give rise to different properties when different cure 
parameters are used.
It is known that the preferential cure reaction is the epoxy and amine reaction, which is 
the only reaction that the program accounts for. However, the secondary reaction, an 
éthérification, takes plaee between an epoxy and an alcohol group when temperatures 
are above 150°C and ideally when epoxy is in excess. With this side-reaction 
unaccounted for in the simulations, the degree of cure and cross-link density are reduced 
and the overall chemistry will be marginally different. This is particularly relevant with 
regards to oxygen environments when compared to physical samples. The best way to 
cope with this discrepancy would be to upgrade the program to include the 
éthérification reaction.
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Epoxy B, C & D were built first to the best knowledge and techniques available at the 
start of the study, Epoxy F, G & H were second generation models, designed as 
improvements on these early models. The Epoxy A model was built using the second 
generation techniques, no early model was made.
The measurement of experimental values for Tg and attempts to replicate these through 
simulation formed one of the core elements of this work. With the exception of some 
anomalous results found vrith Epoxy B & F, most of the simulated results showed 
satisfactory correlation to the empirieal results. Ideally a greater number of models 
would have been built and tested. Successive models had a large number of changes 
between them, including size, formulation and curing technique. These changes made 
rationalising any influences difficult, as it could have been caused by any of a number 
of parameter differences. With a greater set of models it would have been easier to see 
the effect of each parameter individually.
The method used for modelling Tg produces a set of temperature and density data which 
can be plotted and the location of gradient change assigned as Tg. The gradient change 
was often quite subtle and diffieult to locate by eye. For this reason a program was 
written to analyse the data and determine where the gradient change would best fit. The 
program relied on fitting ellipses around each data point that formed a tangent with the 
best fit line and iteratively refining the line to minimise the total of ellipse radii. This 
proved a successful technique and allowed quantification of fit quality. It would perhaps 
have been more robust to use the ellipse areas rather than radii and it would be sensible 
to implement this into a re-write of the program along with a first derivative method of 
refining the line.
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Further Work
5 Further Work
The simulation work has much potential for continuation, by refining and improving 
current techniques as well as branching out into new areas.
5.1 Improvements
If a new study was commissioned to improve the existing techniques, it would be 
prudent to start with a fresh set of distinct formulations that have been carefully chosen. 
These formulations would ideally have a glass transition well clear from the 
decomposition temperature, include greater chemical variation, and have glass transition 
temperatures spread over a greater range. For stoichiometric resins with Tg below 150 
°C, the cure schedule would be modified to dwell at 150 °C, this will help reduce the 
instance of éthérification reactions. It is still important to work with high Tg epoxies, so 
the program will need to be modified to include subroutines to handle this side reaction. 
Experimental work or literature research will be required to understand the relative 
prevalence of each reaction.
Another improvement to the cure program could be realised by accurately representing 
the ki:k2 ratio which quantifies the relative reactivities of primary and secondary 
amines. There is already some steric influence on the kiiki ratio, with the more bulky 
secondary amine increasing the average inter-atomic separation, and hence the 
program’s perception of reduced reactivity over the smaller primary amine. This is 
backed up by some simulations performed on model compounds. Figure 5.1 shows the 
total population of epoxy at varying distances from primary and secondary amine in a 
system containing 75 primary, 75 secondary 2,6 dimethylaniline and 150 phenyl 
glycidyl ether (PGE) molecules. The ‘R’ group on the secondary amine is a reacted 
PGE molecule. At larger separations (>6.5Â) it can be seen that the populations are 
within experimental error, however the bulker secondary amine will reduce the average 
population of epoxy groups at closer distances. The influence of the amine can be 
determined by fitting a y  = ax^ +h curve to the data above 6.5Â, extrapolating back, 
and then considering the deviation between the measured and model data sets. Although 
steps have been taken to investigate this area, there is still much work required to 
include the reactivity influence of the two amines’ chemistry as well as size.
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Figure 5.1 -  Relative population of epoxy at varying distances from primary and 
secondary 2,6 dimethylaniline residues.
Although it is quite effective, the impurity representation and overall model design 
could benefit from development. The process of calculating tables of possible models 
and selecting the best models could be replaced with a more programmed method that 
could calculate local maxima in the model quality and suggest an abbreviated range of 
best models for a range of atom counts.
Impurity representation has already seen some development since the completion of this 
study. When dealing with a system that has a very wide range of similar molecules, 
such as an oligomeric mixture of various chain lengths (Figure 5.2), it is important to 
choose a smaller selection of these that have the same characteristics. If five chains are 
taken, one each of chain lengths shown by the red bars in Figure 5.2, the resulting data 
set would be similar to the original sample analysed by GPC (Gel Permeation 
Chromatography). The similarity is quantified by mean chain length, polydispersity 
index and skew. The techniques used to calculate these and various other improvements 
could be brought together into an application that could help design a model, or for a
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broad range of models to be automatically designed, built and tested as part of 
automated mass screening.
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Figure 5.2 -  Modified GPC data for a polyethersulphone.
The program used for locating the Tg in a set of density V5. temperature data, although 
effective, could use some refinement as the iterative method can sometimes take several 
minutes to calculate, and often freezes the computer while in progress. The iterative 
technique could possibly be replaced with an absolute determination, but the equations 
that require differentiating are complex, making this task difficult. If this is not possible, 
the iterative refinement could be improved by calculating better starting variables, rather 
than using the standard defaults for each data set. Further speed improvements could be 
realised by detecting convergence, instead of performing a fixed number of iterations. 
The program relied on fitting ellipses around each data point that formed a tangent with 
the best fit line and minimising the total of ellipse radii. It would perhaps have been 
more robust to use the ellipse areas rather than radii, it would be sensible to implement 
this into a re-write of the program.
5.2 New areas
Although the previous section highlighted how the curing program could be improved, 
it also has the potential to be applied to predicting a number of new properties relating 
to cure. By simply taking average density from a room temperature molecular dynamics 
simulation before and after running the cure program it will be straightforward to 
calculate the cure shrinkage. As cure shrinkage is responsible for warpage and internal 
stresses in composites, there is good reason to investigate with intent to acquire a 
greater understanding of the mechanism.
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One of the difficulties with the program is setting the degree of cure, especially when 
working with novel materials or when the desired degree of cure is not known. It has 
been demonstrated that once the parameters have been tuned for a system, if the 
program is run again, a similar final degree of cure is achieved. Further work could 
build on this consistency and build a library for parameters that can be chosen for 
known reaction chemistries. These parameters could be applied to any epoxy and amine 
combination. For different systems, such as anhydride hardened epoxies, another set of 
parameters would be required. This library based method has already had some early 
investigation by the author in 2011. A new cure program was parameterised to naturally 
halt cure at a known value with a Bis-A based benzoxazine. Then the same parameters 
were used for a benzoxazine end capped PEEK oligomer, the cure halted by itself at a 
far lower percentage conversion, but this was to be expected considering how much 
more dilute the functional end-caps were in the overall system. A greater step forward 
would be to predict the degree of cure with no guidance, but the program choosing the 
best parameters from the library, or using generic parameters for novel systems.
A lot of the code and basic principles found in the epoxy cure program can be 
transferred into other step growth polymer systems, and to a lesser degree, chain grown 
systems. Once the cure chemistry of a system is known various sections can be re­
written to simulate cure. This has since been done for benzoxazines and cyanate esters. 
For this work, the Tg was modelled by measuring the temperature where there is a 
change in thermal expansion coefficient. This was a straightforward and validated 
method, but perhaps, with the unique insight offered by an eye at atomic level, a better 
method could be developed. With access to the molecular database, numerical 
quantification of atomic motion is available, and possibly the motion could be 
characterised into glassy or rubbery states, with Tg at the changeover temperature.
Molecular modelling is a broad discipline, and can find application in a number of new 
areas, guided by the desires of those institutions funding the research. However basic 
investigation and early experiments have been carried out with diffusion, moisture 
uptake and thermal decomposition. As such, these areas would be likely candidates for 
further work.
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Appendices
6 Appendices
6.1 Tg data analysis program
Function detteg(Temp As Range, Density As Range, TempSD As Range, DensitySD As Range, tempi As Single, 
resolution As Single, value As Integer)
'Most simple example set up =detteg(Temp As Range, Density As Range, TempSD As Range, DensitySD As 
Range,Temperature (for analysis at),0.00001,0)
Exit Function 'so you can mess about with excel file without waiting to calculate
Dim agrad As Single 'gradient of lower line
Dim aint As Single 'y-axis intercept of lower line
Dim bgrad As Single 'etc. for upper line
Dim bint As Single
Dim countered As Single 'running total of erad for all data points
Dim bestrad As Single 'value of countered for best conformation
Dim bestag As Single
Dim bestai As Single
Dim bestbg As Single
Dim bestbi As Single
Dim bestdensityi As Single
Dim eg rad res As Double 'Half size of analysis space 
Dim bgrad res As Double 'ditto 
Dim denseres As Double 'ditto
Dim e As Single 'b/a for ellipse (based on ratio of standard deviations
Dim a As Single 'global variable for debugging (delete on program completion)
'tempi X value for point of intercept between upper and lower lines
Dim densityi As Single 'y value for point of intercept between upper and lower lines 
Dim pi As Single 
Dim h As Single
Dim i As Single 'counters 
Dim j As Single
Dim k As Single 'counters 
Dim I As Single 
Dim m As Single
Dim n As Single 'just need some variables
Dim lastk As Single
box Behnken array
bbox(i) Agrad | Bgrad
1 0 + +
2 0 + -
3 0 - +
4 0 - -
5 + 0 +
6 + 0 -
7 - 0 +
8 - 0 -
9 + + 0
10 + - 0
11 - + 0
12 - - 0
' Give variables values, useful or not.--------------------------------
pi = 3.1415927 
e = 0 
a = 0 
lastk = 0
'set up starting values for gradient and intercept for lines above and below tempi 
n = Abs(Temp(LBound(Temp())))
For i = (LBound(Temp()) + 1) To UBound(Temp())
If Abs(Temp(i) - tempi) < n Then 
n = Abs(Temp(i) - tempi) 
h = i 
End If 
Next i
i = (Density(LBound(Density())) + Density(LBound(Density()) + 1) + Density(LBound(Density()) + 2)) / 3 
k = (Temp(LBound(Temp())) + Temp(LBound(Temp()) + 1) + Temp(LBound(Temp()) + 2)) / 3 
j = (Density(UBound(Density())) + Density(UBound(Density()) -1) + Density(UBound(Density()) - 2)) / 3 
I = (Temp(UBound(Temp())) + Temp(UBound(Temp()) -1) + Temp(UBound(Temp()) - 2)) / 3 
densityi = (Density(h) + Density(h + 1) + Density(h -1)) / 3
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m = (Temp(h) + Temp(h + 1) + Temp(h -1)) / 3
agrad = (densityi - i) / (m - k) 
bgrad = (j - densityi) / (I - m) 
aint = densityi - agrad * m 
bint = densityi - bgrad * m
agrad res = Atn(Abs(bgrad - agrad)) 'pi / 4 'Based on max swing (pi/2) divided by 2
bgrad res = agrad res 'pi / 4 'same applies to bgrad res and denseres
denseres = (WorksheetFunotion.Max(DensityO) - WorksheetFunction.Min(Density())) / 8
'preset best values as starting values
bestag = agrad
bestai = aint
bestbg = bgrad
bestbi = bint
bestdensityi = densityi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
bestrad = countered
' End of presetting variables-----------
'minimise 
i = 0
For i = 1 To 30 'max cycles for minimisation 
'Exit For '**** for debug ******
k = 0 'reset k so if solution is found, it doesn't repeat last box move
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 1 'k relates to beckerman box
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 2
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 3
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 4
bestrad = countered 
End If
 end of agrad o, others +/-
agrad = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg
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densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 5
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg
densityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 6
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg
densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 7
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg
densityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 8
bestrad = countered 
End If
-------------------------- end of bgrad o others +/-
agrad = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg + Tan(agradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 9
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg - Tan(agradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k= 10
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg + Tan(agradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k= 11
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg - Tan(agradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi
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aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 12
bestrad = countered 
End If
--------------------------end of densityi o others +/-
agrad = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 13 'k relates to beckerman box
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bgrad = bestbg 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 14
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k= 15
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag
bgrad = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
densityi = bestdensityi 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k= 16
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag 
bgrad = bestbg
densityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k=17
bestrad = countered 
End If
agrad = bestag 
bgrad = bestbg
densityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
aint = densityi - agrad * tempi 
bint = densityi - bgrad * tempi
Call fit(Temp, Density, TempSD, DensitySD, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, tempi, countered) 
If countered < bestrad Then 
k = 18
bestrad = countered 
End If
--------------------------end of individuals
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'Set analysis box centre on best point from last box 
If k = 1 Then 
bestbg = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 2 Then 
bestbg = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 3 Then 
bestbg = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 4 Then 
bestbg = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 5 Then 
bestag = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 6 Then 
bestag = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 7 Then 
bestag = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 8 Then 
bestag = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 9 Then 
bestag = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bestbg = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k= 10 Then 
bestag = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bestbg = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 11 Then 
bestag = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bestbg = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 12 Then
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bestag = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bestbg = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k= 13 Then 
bestag = bestag + Tan(agradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
End If
If k = 14 Then 
bestag = bestag - Tan(agradres) 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
End If
If k = 15 Then 
bestbg = bestbg + Tan(bgradres) 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 16 Then 
bestbg = bestbg - Tan(bgradres) 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 17 Then 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi + denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k= 18 Then 
bestdensityi = bestdensityi - denseres 
bestai = bestdensityi - bestag * tempi 
bestbi = bestdensityi - bestbg * tempi 
End If
If k = 0 Then
agrad res = agrad res / 2 'If solution found for current resolution, start working at
bgrad res = bgradres / 2 'finer res.
denseres = denseres / 2 
End If
Next i
If value = 0 Then detteg = 1 / bestrad 
If value = 1 Then detteg = 1 / bestrad 
If value = 2 Then detteg = bestag 
If value = 3 Then detteg = bestai 
If value = 4 Then detteg = bestbg 
If value = 5 Then detteg = bestbi
End Function
Sub fit(Temp As Range, Density As Range, TempSD As Range, DensitySD As Range, agrad, aint, bgrad, bint, a, e, 
tempi, countered)
Dim i As Single 'counter
Dim ellipsea As Single 'ellipse radius a for intercept with lower line
Dim ellipseb As Single 'ellipse radius a for intercept with upper line
Dim ellipsei As Single 'ellipse radius a for intercept with lower and upper line intercept
Dim xa As Single 'x value when ellipse intersects lower line
Dim xb As Single 'x value when ellipse intersects upper line
Dim erad As Single 'ellipse major radius
counterad = 0
For i = LBound(TempO) To UBound(TempO) 
e = DensitySD(i) / TempSD(i)
'aint changed to correct for the ellipse being centred at (0,0) not (Temp,Density) 
ellipsea = Sqr((aint + agrad * Temp(i) - Density(i))  ^2 / (agrad  ^2 + e  ^2))
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ellipseb = Sqr((bint + bgrad * Temp(i) - Density(i))  ^2 / (bgrad  ^2 + e * 2)) 
ellipsei = Sqr((tempi - Temp(i))  ^2 + ((tempi * agrad + aint - Density(i))  ^2 / e  ^2))
xa = ((agrad * (Density(i) - agrad * Temp(i) - aint)) / (e  ^2 + agrad  ^2)) + Temp(i) 
xb = ((bgrad * (Density^) - bgrad * Temp(i) - bint)) / (e  ^2 + bgrad  ^2)) + Temp(i)
'These next commands set the ellipse size to the nearest real line, taking into account that
'at the lower line does not exist above tempi and the upper line does not exist below tempi
If xa > tempi Then ellipsea = ellipsea + ellipseb + ellipsei 
If xb < tempi Then ellipseb = ellipseb + ellipsea + ellipsei
If ellipsea < ellipseb Then erad = ellipsea Else erad = ellipseb 
If ellipsei < erad Then erad = ellipsei 
If i = 5 Then a = erad 
counterad = counterad + erad 
Next i
Exit Sub 
End Sub
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6.2 Automatic cure program
#BIOSYM btcl 3
se t env(FORCEFIELD) pcff.frc
autoEcho off
#  Begin Forcefield Section 
begin forcefield = pcff 
#output level terse  
output level = none
m m ti i i i i i i i i im if i t i i in i i i i i i i i i im  setup //////////////////////////////////////////////##////////////////
se t cutoff 7.5
se t curedegree 100
se t dynbondsam ics 1 ;# (It's a  dingbat) Bonds between dynamics
se t cu retem perature 453
se t dynamicsduration 10000 ;# Fem toseconds.
se t failedcurecount 100
se t debugon 0
puts "\nCure will be done a t $curetem perature Kelvin, p lease  ensure  model is already equilibrated a t this tem perature" 
puts "\nPressure is se t  a t Ib a r for cure\n"
puts "Reaction ParametersAnAmine and epoxy groups must be within $cutoff Angstroms to bond (Interatomic d istance 
betw een bond forming Nitrogen and Carbon)."
puts "Reactions will attem pt to continue untill $curedegree%  of am ine hydrogens are reacted.\n"
if {Sdebugon == 1}{puts "Output file includes debug information"}
illlItlIIIItlIllllllimUHIlflIlllllllllllllimëttlIIIIIIIIIIIItlIlIttlIllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
IIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIItffIIIfIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIë  Info m itlItlIlllllim iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH H ë
#As a  convention, the Nitrogen for new bonding shall always be within the main cell, w hereas
#epoxy groups can be in any periodic cell.
#The latticeoffeets column in the atom table is for when tem poary atom s are  required for energy 
#calculations etc, the latticeoffsets column in the P I Bond table is for when a  bond p a sse s  through 
#one  cell into another, and hence has the main importance in the program.
#lf you get an error regarding bonding in Atom-2, Right click model and click 
#"Rem ove Hierarchy"
#More control on dynamics after bonding can be done in the ##########Dynam ics before more 
#section a t the end.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim itiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw ii
#  Nonbond section: 
forcefield nonbond \
-separate_coulom b \ 
v d w \
sum m ation_method = atom _based \ 
cutoff = 9.50 \ 
spline_width = 1.00 \ 
buffer_width = 0.50 \ 
coulomb \
dielectric_value = 1.0000 
minimize method = s teep est iterationjim it = 300
set curecomplete false 
set lastcure -1
set resetfailedcurecount $failedcurecount 
set cure 0
set curedegree [expr ($curedegree*10)]
nilIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllIIIIIIIIIIIIII Finish collecting list of data for amine groups IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIII 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin Main 'while' loop miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimm 
while {$curecomplete != "true"} {
# End Forcefield Section 
database handle hh
$hh get fftype Atom.Type
$hh get charge Atom.Charge
$hh get coords Atom.Coord
$hh get Atom 1 Bond.Atom-1
$hh get Atom2 Bond.Atom-2
$hh get bibonds Bond.BiBond
$hh get XYZLO PIBond.XYZLatticeOffsets
$hh get orientation Cell.Axes
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#$hh print atom ; $hh print bond
# Check orientation is correct.
if {[object orientation] != 2} {puts "Incorrect orentation, should be V'C along Z, B in YZ planeV in Materials Studio, but 
more importantly, this should translate into xyz; i.e., a axis is aligned with the x axis, b axis is in the x-y plane once 
converted to .mdf and .car files by discover ";exit}
# Setup the database for molecule and monomer, so all atoms are considered part
# of only one molecule, this will be the fact at the end of cure, doesn't effect
# simulation, only data structure, and simplifies things greatly.
# eerm. Remover Hierarchy somehow....
# finshed setting monomer and molecule tables
set shortlist "" 
set oxygenlist "" 
set epoxylist "" 
set epoxyitem "" 
set amineitem "" 
set aminelist ""
#The long winded way of getting a variable with a database column in it. 
object Atom 1s get $Atom1; set Atom Is [object Atom Is] 
object Atom2s get $Atom2; set Atom2s [object Atom2s] 
object biBonds get $bibonds; set bibonds [object bibonds] 
object coords get $coords; set coords [object coords]
# calculate bodge factors, no idea why this is needed, 
object minval get $Atom1 0; set Dbodge [object minval] 
vector minval min Sbibonds
set Dbodge2 [expr int([object minval])]
#puts "Dbodge = $Dbodge, Dbodge2 = $Dbodge2 (Inital)"
########## poulate list ($oxygenlist) with atom numbers of epoxy oxygens, 
object atomfflist get Sfftype ;set atomfflist [object atomfflist] 
set i 0
foreach ffield $atomfflist {
if {$ffield == "o3e"} {append oxygenlist "$i "} 
incr i 
}
il If IIIIIIIIII im # u n i l  IIIIIIIIII m  Begin collecting list of data for epoxy groups m i l l  IIIIII m i l l  IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
# Find the bond numbers for each epoxy oxygen
set finished "" ;#This will add up to 2 when both carbons have been added to the list, and the main loop can break, 
foreach currentoxygennum $oxygenlist {
set epoxyitem "$currentoxygennum 0 0 0 0" 
set i 0
foreach Atomnum $Atom1s {
set Atomnum [expr $Atomnum - $Dbodge] 
if {$Atomnum == $currentoxygennum} {
set c1or2 [expr [lindex $Atom2s $i] - $Dbodge]
#Now an epoxy carbon rid has been found, work out which one it is and populate
Sepoxyitem
object charge4c1 or2 get $charge $c1 or2; set charge4c1 or2 [object charge4c1 or2] 
set bibond [lindex $bibonds $i] 
if {$charge4c1or2 == "0.027"} {
set epoxyitem [Ireplace $epoxyitem 2 2 $c1or2]
set epoxyitem [Ireplace $epoxyitem 3 3 $i]
set epoxyitem [Ireplace $epoxyitem 4 4 [expr $bibond - $Dbodge2]j
} elseif {$charge4c1or2 == "0.08"} {
set epoxyitem [Ireplace Sepoxyitem 1 1 $c1or2]
}
set finished [expr $finished + 1] 
if {$finished == 2} {break}
}
incr i 
}
append epoxylist "{Sepoxyitem} ' 
set finished ""
}
#empty temp variables, 
unset oxygenlist 
unset c1or2 
unset charge4c1or2
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unset currentoxygennum
m u fllflllltim m illlllllllllllim  Finish collecting list of data for epoxy groups MilIIIIIIIIMffIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
#11IIIIIIIIIIIIn#  poulate list ($hydrogenlist) with atom numbers of amine hydrogens, 
object atomfflist get $fftype ;set atomfflist [object atomfflist] 
set i 0
set hydrogenlist "" 
set finished "" 
foreach ffield Satomfflist {
if {$ffield == "hn"} {append hydrogenlist "$i "} 
incr i 
}
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Begin collecting list of data for amine groups llllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllHIIIII
# Find the bond numbers for each amine nitrogen.
foreach currenthydrogennum $hydrogenlist {
set amineitem "Scurrenthydrogennum 0 0 0" 
set i 0
foreach Atomnum $Atom1s {
set Atomnum [expr $Atomnum - $Dbodge] 
if {$Atomnum == $currenthydrogennum} {
set amineitem [Ireplace $amineitem 1 1 [expr [lindex $Atom2s $i] - $Dbodge]]
set amineitem [Ireplace $amineitem 2 2 $i]
set amineitem [Ireplace Samineitem 3 3 [expr [lindex $bibonds $i] - $Dbodge2]]
set finished 1 
}
if {$finished == 1} {break} 
incr i 
}
append aminelist "{Samineitem} " 
set finished ""
}
set aminelist [string trim $aminelist] ;# Remove space from end of string 
set epoxylist [string trim $epoxylist]
if {$debugon == 1}{puts "\nAminelist:\n$aminelist\nEpoxylist:\n$epoxylist\n\n"}
#empty temp variables, 
unset hydrogenlist 
unset finished 
unset currenthydrogennum 
unset i
unset Atomnum
if {$cure == 0}{
set cu rebit [llength $aminelist]
puts "curebit = $curebit (100/Curebit = %cure per new bond)"
}
#database handle hh 
#$hh get Atom 1 Bond.Atom-1 
#$hh get bibonds Bond.BiBond
# calculate bodge factors again because they may have changed after a cycle's bonding.
#object minval get $Atom1 0; set Dbodge [object minval]
#object biBonds get $bibonds; set bibonds [object bibonds]
#vector minval min $bibonds
#set Dbodge2 [expr int([object minval])]
if {Sdebugon == 1} {puts "Dbodge = $Dbodge, Dbodge2 = $Dbodge2 (In loop)"}
lllllllllllllllim illlllllllllllllll#  Begin finding reactable amine-epoxy pairs # IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII###1111IIIIIIIIIIIIllllIIIIIIIIII
#11111111 Do foundation calculations for thru pbc interatomic distance calculations.
#xyz; a axis is aligned with the x axis,
# b axis is in the x-y plane
#xyz: (c.z c.y b.y c.x b.x a.x) (b.z = a.y = a.z = 0) - cell paramets (cartesian)
$hh get cellparams Cell.CellParameter
set cellparams [lindex [object cellparams] 0] ;#Converts object to string and from 1x6 array to 6. list
# This section takes the cartesian coordinates of the cell vectors and puts them into
# the offset(..) array, from the Cell.CellParameter database table
set offset(ax) [lindex $cellparams 5] ;#lf orientation -’2 then these are the lines that need re­
arranging 
set offset(ay) 0 
set offset(az) 0
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set offset(bx) [lindex $cellparams 4] 
set offset(by) [lindex $cellparams 2] 
set offset(bz) 0
set offset(cx) [lindex $cellparams 3] 
set offset(cy) [lindex $cellparams 1] 
set offset(cz) [lindex Scellparams 0]
#This list is set up as a table, each of the 26 lines represents an adjacent/digonal periodic###
#cell to the main one. The columns are for the displacements in X, Y and Z iflfllllllltlfifiHtllllllllllllll
set periodiccell ""
append periodiccell "{0 0 0 {0 0 0}} "
append periodiccell ”{$offset(ax) $offset(ay) $offset(az) {1 0 0}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax))] [expr (-$offset(ay))] [expr (-$offset(az))] {-1 0 0}} "
append periodiccell "{$offset(bx) $offset(by) $offset(bz) {0 1 0}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(bx))] [expr (-$offset(by))] [expr (-$offset(bz))] {0 -1 0}} "
append periodiccell "{$offset(cx) $offset(cy) $offeet(cz) {0 0 1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(cy))] [expr (-$offset(cz))] {0 0 -1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) + $offset(bx))l [expr ($offset(ay) + $offset(by))] [expr ($offset(az) + $offset(bz))l 
{1 1 0}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) - $offset(bx))] [expr ($offset(ay) - $offset(by))] [expr ($offset(az) - $offset(bz))] {1 
-1 0}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) + $offset(bx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) + $offset(by))] [expr (-$offset(az) + 
$offset(bz))] {-1 1 0}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) - $offset(bx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) - $offset(by))] [expr (-$offset(az) - $offset(bz))] 
{-1 -1 0}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) + $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) + $offset(cy))] [expr ($offset(az) + $offset(cz))] 
{101}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) - $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) - $offset(cy))] [expr ($offset(az) - $offset(cz))] {1 
0-1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) + $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) + $offset(cy))] [expr (-$offset(az) + $offset(cz))] 
{-1 0 1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) - $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) - $offset(cy))] [expr (-$offset(az) - $offset(cz))] 
{-10-1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr ($offset(bz) + $offset(cz))] 
{0 1 1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr ($offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] {0 
1-1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr (-$offset(bz) + $offset(cz))] 
{0-1 1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr (-$offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] 
{0-1 -1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) + $offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) + $offeet(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr 
($offset(az) + $offset(bz) + $offset(cz))] {111}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) + $offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) + $offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr 
($offset(az) + $offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] {1 1 -1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) - $offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) - $offset(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr 
($offset(az) - $offeet(bz) + $offset(cz))] {1 -1 1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr ($offset(ax) - $offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr ($offset(ay) - $offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr 
($offset(az) - $offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] {1 -1 -1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) + $offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) + $offeet(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr 
(-$offset(az) + $offset(bz) + $offset(cz))] {-1 1 1}}"
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) + $offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr (-Soffset(ay) + $offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr 
(-$offset(az) + $offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] {-1 1 -1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) - $offset(bx) + $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) - $offset(by) + $offset(cy))] [expr 
(-$offset(az) - $offset(bz) + $offset(cz))] {-1 -1 1}} "
append periodiccell "{[expr (-$offset(ax) - $offset(bx) - $offset(cx))] [expr (-$offset(ay) - $offset(by) - $offset(cy))] [expr (- 
$offset(az) - $offset(bz) - $offset(cz))] {-1 -1 -1}} "
########### Work through aminelist and find all epoxy groups within $cutoff angstroms.#####
# To recap, column titles of epoxylist and aminelist
# Epoxylist: 0, Cl, 02 , 0-01, 01-0
# Aminelist: H, N , H-N, N-H 
set shortlist ""
set i 0
foreach amineitem $aminelist {
if {$amineitem == {3181 -146 6637 2125}} {continue}
set nitrogen [lindex $amineitem 1]
if {$nitrogen == "X"} {incr i; continue}
set Ncoostring [lindex $coords Snitrogen]
set N(x) [lindex $Ncoostring 0]
set N(y) [lindex $Ncoostring 1]
set N(z) [lindex $Ncoostring 2]
setj 0
foreach epoxyitem $epoxylist {
set carbon2 [lindex $epoxyitem 2] 
if {$carbon2 == "X"} {incr j; continue}
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set Ocoostring [lindex $coords $carbon2] 
set 0(x) [lindex $Ocoostring 0] 
set 0(y) [lindex $Ocoostring 1] 
set 0(z) [lindex $Ocoostring 2] 
foreach adjacent Speriodiccell {
#calculate displacements in axis, then use pythagaros for actual displacement
set X [expr (($0(x) + [lindex $adjacent 0]) - $N(x))]
set Y [expr (($0(y) + [lindex $adjacent 1 ]) - $N(y))j
set Z [expr (($0(z) + [lindex $adjacent 2]) - $N(z)j]
set iadistance [expr sqrt(($X*$X + $Y*$Y + $Z*$Z))]
#When a suitable epoxy amine match is found, add details to $shortlist 
if {$iadistance < $cutof^ {append shortlist ”{$iadistance $i $j {[lindex $adjacent 3]}} "}
}
incrj
}
incr I 
}
set shortlist [Isort $shortlist] 
append shortlist { last}
if {$debugon == 1}{puts "Shortlist:\n$shortlist\n\n"}
lllllllfiflffflMilllHlllllltltlfllllltll Finish finding reactable amine-epoxy pairs IIIIIIMilIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfIIIIIIIIIIIIII
# $shortlist: interatomic aminelist epoxylist Lattice
# distance (rid) (rid) offset
#$Epoxylist:0, C1, C2, 0-C1, C1-0
# $Aminelist; H, N , H-N, N-H
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllim fim ill Begin bonding amine-epoxy pairs MilIIIIIIIIIIIIIImitllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIII 
#ln the database N-H ==> 0-H & C-0 ==> C-N (etc. for bibonds)
for {set counter 0; set bondcounter 0} {$bondcounter < $dynbondsamics} {incr counter; incr bondcounter} { 
set shortitem [lindex $shortlist $counter] 
puts "Currently working on \$shortitem = $shortitem"
#skip to next shortitem if current one does not have both groups available
if {Sshortitem == "X"} {set bondcounter [expr ($bondcounter -1 )]; continue}
if {Sshortitem == "last"} {break}
set failedcurecount $resetfailedcurecount
#bond each item in shortlist together
#First draft of program, pick all data out into individual variables for easyness.
set epoxyitem [lindex $epoxylist [lindex $shortitem 2]]
set amineitem [lindex $aminelist [lindex $shortitem 1]]
set nitrogen [lindex $amineitem 1]
set hydrogen [iindex $amineitem 0]
set oxygen [lindex $epoxyitem 0]
set carboni [lindex $epoxyitem 1]
set carbon2 [lindex $epoxyitem 2]
set newcn [lindex $epoxyitem 4]; set newnc [lindex $epoxyitem 3] 
set newoh [lindex Samineitem 3]; set newho [lindex Samineitem 2] 
set loffset [lindex $shortitem 3]
set antiloffset "{[expr (-1 * [lindex $loffset 0])] [expr (-1 * [lindex $loffset 1])] [expr (-1 * [lindex $loffset 2])]}" 
set loffset "{$loffset}"
if {$debugon == 1} {puts "Reaction data:\nnitrogen = $nitrogen\nhydrogen = $hydrogen\nnewcn = $newcn\nnewnc = 
$newnc\nnew ho = $newho\nnewoh = $newoh\noxygen = $oxygen\ncarbon1 = $carbon1\ncarbon2 = $carbon2\nloffset 
= $loffset"}
#because the bond table is weird, we must apply bodge factor to Atom-1 and Atom-2 columns
incr nitrogen $Dbodge
incr hydrogen $Dbodge
incr oxygen $Dbodge
incr carbon2 $Dbodge
#act as if nothing has just happened ($carbon1 does not change in bond table, so doesn't need this)
# Replace C-0 and N-H in bond table in database with the new 0-H and C-N bonds 
$hh get tempobj Bond.Atom-1 ;#Get fresh data for Atom-1 from database into the object 'tempobj' 
object tempobj set "Soxygen $hydrogen $carbon2 $nitrogen" "$newoh $newho $newcn $newnc" ;#edit 
the 'tempobj' object with the swapped atom rids
$hh set Stempobj Bond.Atom-1 ;#lnsert the edited column back into the database
$hh get tempobj PI Bond.Atom-1 ;#Get fresh data for Atom-1 from database into the object 'tempobj'
object tempobj set "$oxygen $hydrogen $carbon2 Snitrogen" "$newoh $newho $newcn $newnc" ;#edit
the 'tempobj' object with the swapped atom rids
$hh set $tempobj PI Bond.Atom-1 ;#Need a copy in this table as well
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# Repeat for Atom-2 column 
$hh get tempobj Bond.Atom-2
object tempobj set "$hydrogen $oxygen $nitrogen $carbon2" "$newoh $newho $newcn $newnc"
$hh set $tempobj Bond.Atom-2 
$hh get tempobj P1 Bond.Atom-2
object tempobj set "$hydrogen $oxygen $nltrogen $carbon2" "$newoh $newho $newcn $newnc"
$hh set Stempobj P1 Bond.Atom-2
#Undo the bodge factor, nothing to see here :-)
incr nitrogen -$Dbodge
incr hydrogen -$Dbodge
incr oxygen -$Dbodge
incr carbon2 -$Dbodge
#act as if nothing has just happened
# lattice offset is such that Atom-2 is offset so that it bonds to Atom-1 in the original cell.
$hh get tempobj PIBond.XYZLatticeOffsets
object tempobj set "{$loffset} {$antiloffset} {$loffset} {$antiloffset}" "$newnc $newcn $newho $newoh"
$hh set $tempobj PIBond.XYZLatticeOffsets
#Set new forcefield types to affected atoms, using same, copy, edit, replace technique.
$hh get tempobj Atom.Type
object tempobj set "ho c2 cl oh" "$hydrogen $carbon2 $carbon1 $oxygen"
$hh set $tempobj Atom.Type
#Apply new charges to atoms. Because Nitrogen reacts twice, to replace two 'H' with '-R' it's more complex
$hh get tempobj Atom.Charge
object ncharge get $tempobj Snitrogen
set ncharge [object ncharge]
set ncharge [expr $ncharge + 0.0379]
object tempobj set "0.4241 0.1048 -0.5571 $ncharge" "$hydrogen $carbon2 $oxygen $nitrogen"
$hh set $tempobj Atom.Charge
IImumIIIIIt# update the epoxylist, aminelist and shortlist to remove the info for the reacted groups.
set i 0
foreach checkitem $shortlist {
if {$checkitem == "X"} {incr i; continue} 
if {Scheckitem == "last"} {break}
if {Soxygen == [lindex [lindex $epoxylist [lindex $checkitem 2]] 0]} { 
set shortlist [Ireplace $shortlist $i $i {X}]
} elseif {$hydrogen == [lindex [lindex $aminelist [lindex $checkitem 1]] 0]} {;#use elseif so it doesn't 
try to delete the same line twice.
set shortlist [Ireplace $shortlist $i $i {X}]
}
incri
}
unset checkitem
set epoxylist [Ireplace Sepoxylist [lindex $shortitem 2] [lindex $shortitem 2] {X X X X X}] 
set aminelist [Ireplace $aminelist [lindex $shortitem 1] [lindex $shortitem 1] {X X X X}]
# Degree of cure
#set cure [expr ($cure + $curebit)] 
incr cure
puts "Degree of cure = [expr ((100*$cure)/$curebit)]%"
if {$debugon == 1} {puts "Cure = $cure curebit = Scurebit, cur/curbit = [expr ($cure/$curebit)]"} 
if {Scuredegree < [expr (($cure*1000)/$curebit)]} {puts "Cure complete"; set curecomplete "true"; break}
}
IIIIIIIIimilIIIIIIIIIIIIIIimilIIIIII Finished bonding amine-epoxy pairs mmIIIIlimiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11IIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII## #  Check to see if anything at all was bonded since last dynamics run.
########### by seeing if there were any bonding pairs in the shortlist 
if {[lindex $shortlist 0] == "last"} { 
incr failedcurecount -1
puts "Fail cure attempt, no suitable epoxy-amine pairs (Failed cure countdown = $failedcurecount)"
}
if {$failedcurecount <= 0} {
puts "No reactable epoxy-amine pairs found, try broadening the cutoff distance or 
increasing\n\$failedcurecount or dynamics time" 
set curecomplete "true"
}
##########Dynamics before more bonding############
puts "Current cure cycle completed, running 300 step minimisation and $dynamicsduration fs NPT dynamicsVn" 
writeFile molecular_system
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writeFile molecular_system 
database handle hh 
begin
minimize method = steepest iterationjimit = 300 
writeFile coordinate 
dynamics \
time = Sdynamicsduration \ 
timestep = 1.00 \
initialjemperature = $curetemperature \ 
ensemble = NPT \
temperature_control_method = andersen \ 
collision_ratio = 1.00 \ 
temperature = $curetemperature \ 
press_choice = stress \
stress = {-0.00010 -0.00010 -0.00010 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 } \ 
pressure_control_method = parrinello \ 
cell_mass = 20.00 \ 
deviation = 50000.00 
writeFile coordinate 
begin
}
#This last brace closes the whole cure loop from the while loop just before finding epoxy amine pairs. 
#This is the close brace for while {$curecomplete 1= "true"} {
puts "Final degree of cure on output model = [expr ((100*$cure)/$curebit)]%" 
begin
minimize method = steepest iterationjimit = 3000 
writeFile coordinate filename = cured 
writeFile molecular_system filename = cured
/
/ 1
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